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Non-attendance slows Council action 
Down streets flooded with 
inioiul.n  Mill" 
hosnnnas rocking the walls 
and palms proclaiming 
eschatological rulfillmeni 
thi rabble swarmed, seeking 
a Messiah. 
Finding one, 
they .spread their cloaks to 
case his path. 
danced on the pavement, 
and once upon a l'nda\ sun 
SCI 
crucified Him. 
r\nnc Bingham 
By BRUCE LARRICK 
And RICH BERGEMAN 
Editorial Editors 
Student Council had a non-meeting last night. 
The non-meeting resulted from lack of attendance to consider the 
proposed reapportlonment plan, which Council must pass before It 
may consider any other legislation. 
The reapportlonment plan Is In the form of a constitutional amend- 
ment, which requires a two-thirds approval of the total membership 
of Council on the first vote which was to be taken last night. 
The BG 
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Society 'child-oriented'-Crane 
Only 34 members attended last night's meeting, and the constitu- 
tional amendment would have required 37 votes to pass, making It 
Impossible to pass the amendment, so sponsor Frank Plttman, soph- 
omore class president, was forced to withdraw the amendment until 
such time as there Is more than two-thirds attendance at Council. 
Those Council members not In attendance last night were: Ted 
Arneault, Carol Hudglns, Karen Bradshaw, Mary Beth Gabrenya, 
Judy Lowther, Roger McCraw, Cralg Pickering, John Petrle, Susan 
Schaefer, Charles Johnson, Donna Gados, and Wes Bowman. 
Council   President   Nick   Llcate  said after the  meeting,  "This Is 
typical of the membership that gets 
excited for the elections, and never* 
contemplates  the actual work In- 
volved once elected." 
Before Plttman withdrew the am- 
endment, there was an unsuccessful 
attempt to contact those members 
who were not In attendance so 
Council could consider the amend- 
ment. 
When It became clear the am- 
endment could not pass, Llcate 
set up a special meeting of Coun- 
cil for next Tuesday night to con- 
sider It, and said members not 
In attendance last night would be 
contacted personally to make sure 
they would attend Tuesday night. 
Even though Council could con- 
sider no legislation, It did dis- 
cuss Plttman's proposed amend- 
ment and plans for the upcoming 
Draft Week (April 20-25). 
Included among the speakers ten- 
Vol. 53, No. 80 
By DIANE VanSKIVER 
Staff Reporter 
"This is a chlld-orlented soci- 
ety" was the message of Dr. Philip 
Crane of Westminster Academy of 
Chicago, In his speech on "Should 
the University be Saved." 
Dr. Crane, author of "The Dem- 
ocrat's Dilemma" and former pro- 
fessor of history at Bradley Uni- 
versity, spoke yesterday afternoon 
at a meeting sponsored by the 
U.A.O. and Young Americans for 
Freedom. He explained that our so- 
ciety Is chlld-orlented because of 
the Intellectual orthodoxy that pre- 
vails today In America. 
Dr. Crane feels that this Intell- 
ectual orthodoxy Is based on the 
Ideas set down by Karl Marx; 
that Is, man is locked Into a con- 
tinuous process of change. 
Dr. Crane feels that the prem- 
ise held by Marx that man's na- 
ture is constantly progressing to 
perfection Is seen in the theories 
of education that have recently 
come out. 
These theories, according to Dr. 
Crane, are that since the society 
is constantly changing, the child 
must be the center of attention in 
planning the curriculum. This Is 
due to the fact that the system can- 
not pass anything on to the child, 
because of this rapid change taking 
place In our society. 
Dr. Crane went on to say that the 
present group of college students 
are the first to come out of the 
chlld-orlented education. These 
same students want to shape the 
curriculum In the university. 
These students lack patience to 
go through the traditional means 
of change. They expect Instant 
gratification according to Dr. 
Crane. This Is normal In the child, 
but In the adult such expectation is 
considered psychopathic. 
Dr. Crane said that only 15 per- 
cent of the college-age students 
have the I.Q. (115) to attend col- 
lege. By allowing every student 
who wants to go to college attend, 
the system is condemning the un- 
qualified student to failure and a 
possible mental breakdown. 
Dr. Crane added because of the 
swollen college ranks, graduate 
schools have lowered their stan- 
dards to "crank out Ph. D*s to 
fill   the posts In the  colleges". 
Dr. Crane feels that man is 
really in the process of "devo- 
lution Instead of evolution." He 
said "this is one of the most 
barbaric centuries In quantita- 
tive terms". 
Dr. Crane pointed out that this 
egalitarian attitude In education 
has resulted In turning out illit- 
erate college graduates. 
Dr. Crane outlined several re- 
medies for this "chlld-orlented 
society". The first remedy Is the 
"restoration of intellectual bal- 
ance on the university level" es- 
pecially In the social sciences. 
Both the liberal and conservative 
elements should be available for 
the students. 
The second remedy offered by 
Dr. Crane was that the purpose of 
the university needed to be rede- 
fined   and  understood by  society. 
The third remedy offered was 
the "denationalization of educa- 
tion." Dr. Crane feels that govern- 
ment should be kept out of the 
education process as much as 
possible,- and return to private 
schools. 
He also feels that the university 
student should pay the full cost 
of his education. If this was done 
then the college student would 
have the right to determine the 
curriculum and policy of this uni- 
versity. 
Dr. Crane's basic educational 
theory was that the primary and 
secondary schools are primarily 
tor the training and indoctrination 
of the student for his adult life. 
The University is for the education 
in how to apply these tools to a 
given field of discipline. 
AUTHOR SPEAKS-Dr. Philip Crane tolls students that only 15% 
of those admitted to college have a high enough IQ to be there 
(Photo by    Larry Nighswander) 
tatlvely scheduled for Draft Week 
are Barry Goldwater, U.S. Senator 
from Arizona and former Republi- 
can candidate for President, and 
Jerry Rubin, a leader of the Youth 
International Party (Ylppies) and 
one of the organizers of last year's 
protest demonstrations at the Pen- 
tagon and at the Democratic Na- 
tional Convention In Chicago. 
Plttman's presentation of the 
proposed amendment to the con- 
stitution dealt with a review of all 
of the major changes and deletions 
that would be made In the old con- 
stitution. 
Included In the executive branch 
alterations Is the provision for 
three vice-presidents to cover the 
fields of Academic Affairs, Cul- 
tural Affairs, and Rules and Reg- 
ulations. 
Also changed was the restriction 
limiting Student Body Presidential 
and vlce-presldentlal candidates to 
being up-comlng seniors. Under the 
proposal, any student, except in- 
coming freshmen, is eligible for all 
offices. 
Deleted from the legislative body 
make-up are the presidents of Pan- 
hellenlc Council, the Assoclatlonof 
Women's Students, Men's Inter- 
Resldence Hall Council, the Inter- 
fraternity Council, the classes, all 
representatives of Council designa- 
ted living units, all class represen- 
tatives, and all specifically desig- 
nated   commuter  representatives. 
The proposal provides for 16 
members elected at large to con- 
stitute the legislative body of Coun- 
cil. No restrictions or qualifica- 
tions, other than that of being a 
full-time student In good academic 
standing, will be Imposed upon any 
candidate for office. 
After a short debate, It was also 
decided that the proposal be amen- 
ded to Include the eligibility of 
graduate students for Council mem- 
bership, should any desire to par- 
ticipate in Council. 
Brazilian ambassador to speak 
Brazil's ambassador to the uni- 
ted States, Mario Glvson, will be 
among a number of foreign dig- 
Goldwater final speaker in series 
Arizona Senator Barry Goldwa- 
ter, 1964 Republican presidential 
candidate, will be the final speak- 
er in the University's "Youth and 
New Politics" series. 
The senator will deliver his ad- 
dress at 8 p.m. Tuesday, April 
22, in the grand ballroom of the 
University Union. 
Senator Goldwater's visit to 
Bowling Green will be made Just 
prior to his April 24th departure 
for a tour of Vietnam. 
The 60-year-old Phoenix, Ar- 
iz., native began his political car- 
eer 20 years ago when he was 
elected to the Phoenix City Coun- 
cil on a "reform" ticket In 1952 
he launched a hard - driving cam- 
paign to defeat Democratic sen- 
atorial incumbent, then majority 
leader of the U.S. Senate. In a 
startling upset, he won and eas- 
ily won re-election In 1958. 
After being defeated for the pres- 
idency in 1964 by Incumbent Lyn- 
don B. Johnson, the Arizona law- 
maker decided to run for his for- 
mer senatorial post and was re- 
elected In 1968. 
The senator Is the author of 
three best-selling books, the la- 
test of which Is "Where I Stand." 
He also writes a political column 
carried In 100 newspapers from 
coast to coast. 
nltaries highlighting International 
Week, April 14-20. Sponsored by 
the Office of International Pro- 
grams, a different part of the 
world will be highlighted each day. 
Activities will be kicked off 
Monday—"Canadian day"—at 1:45 
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom by 
Dr. L. Edward Shuck, director of 
International programs. Colin Glv- 
son, member of the Canadian Par- 
liament, will be the featured speak- 
er. He will talk on "Vital Factors 
InCanadlan-U.S. Relations," 
Tuesday is "European day". 
Spanish author and cultural coun- 
selor for the Spanish Consulate- 
general In New York, Antonio Ser- 
rano de Hara, will speak on 
"Spain's Links with the New 
World" at 7:30 p.m. in the Grand 
Ballroom. 
Wednesday—" East Asia day"-- 
will be highlighted by a Japanese 
tea ceremony at 7 p.m. In the 
Alumni Room of the Union. This 
will be followed by a panel dis- 
cussion on "Introduction to Asia" 
moderated by Dr. Thomas Ander- 
son, associate professor of geo- 
graphy. 
Ambassador Glvson's talk Is 
scheduled for Thursday, "Latin 
American day." His topic will be 
"Major Links In U.S.-Brazilian 
Relations," The ambassador will 
speak at 7:30 p.m. In the Grand 
Ballroom. Following his talk, there 
will be a roundtable commentary 
on his address by a student-pro- 
fessor group headed by Dr. George 
Herman, assistant dean of the Col- 
lege of Liberal Arts. 
Friday's events will center a- 
round the "African day" theme. A 
member of the Nigerian embassy, 
M.O. Onanalye, will speak on "The 
Political Developments of West 
Africa" at 3:30 p.m. Ato Klfle 
Wodajo, a representative of the 
Ethiopian mission to the United 
Nations, will speak at 7:30 p.m. 
on "The Organization for African 
Unity." An African dance exhibi- 
tion will be performed at 10 p.m. 
All Friday's events will take place 
In the Ballroom. 
The final event of the week will 
be an " International Feast" Sunday 
from 5-7 p.m. in Bowling Green's 
First Methodist Church. 
Except for Sunday night's dinner, 
all events are free and open to the 
public. Tickets for the dinner are 
available at the Office of Inter- 
national Programs for $1.75 each. 
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Tot' laws too severe 
The Ohio drug laws, especially as they apply to the manufacture 
sale, and possession of marijuana, are the remnants of a puritan- 
ical era in which drugs were not understood and are much too se- 
vere as a result. 
The laws (which are listed on page 9 of this issue of the News) 
make a terrible mistake in defining marijuana as a narcotic drug. 
In reality, it is a mild intoxicant which can be abused in much the 
same way us alcohol; it is not a habit-forming drug. 
There is no empirical evidence to indicate that use of marijuana 
leads to bigger things, such as heroin and opium. It is true that 
almost all heroin users have also used marijuana at one time or 
another, but it is also true that they drank alcohol and milk before 
they became addicts. 
It has been estimated yhat there are between six and twelve mil- 
lion steady marijuana users in the counfTy, while there are be- 
tween 100 and 200 thousand heroin addicts. 
Taking the lowest estimate for marijuana users and the highest 
estimate for heroin addicts, the percentage of heroin addicts as 
compared to marijuana users is only three per cent, hardly conclu- 
sive evidence that use of marijuana drives a person into use of more 
dangerous drugs. 
It is becoming quite cleur, because of these und other facts, 
that the laws arc not only too severe, but they are not serving 
their purported purpose of preventing the use of marijuana, with 
its use on the rise in all sections of the country and among all 
age groups. 
The present penalties for possession, use and sale of marijuana 
should be drastically reduced or eliminated altogether. Posses- 
sion of this mild intoxicant is definitely no more serious than a 
misdemeanor, but the laws are so strict that if one were urrcsted 
in a "pot" raid, he might be further ahead to shoot and kill the 
arresting officer and be convicted for murder, with the possibility 
thut he would be released from juil sooner for third degree murder 
than for possession or sale of marijuana. 
With the increased use and acceptance of marijuana, and the bur- 
geoning empirical evidence to show it is relatively harmless, the 
time has come for the lawmakers of the state and federal govern- 
ment to seriously review the laws and penalties for marijuuna use, 
with the intention of a complete liberalization. 
.■,■:,■■::.:.■■..:::■::::,,;.. ,;: .:.:■:•.;.;.;.■%;; 
Liberalized 
policy approved 
Dr. Bond's new liberalised policy 
on open house Is welcomed and ap- 
proved by all the old maids ninety 
years and over, 50% of the Catho- 
lic nuns and 100% of the prudes 
of the world. His feeble attempt to 
pacify the students of Bowling Green 
is a complete failure. Dr. Bond's 
policies show clearly no signs of 
any consultation with students con- 
cerning their desires. If Dr. Bond 
thinks the students are satisfied 
with this new stricter policy he 
ought to take a walk in Rodgers 
during an open house. 
I am sure every door will be 
completely open. In Rodgers if a 
door Is open at least six Inches 
nobody throws a fit If Dr. Bond 
thinks the residents of Rodgers, 
especially this one are going to 
leave the doors completely open 
to allow all the alcoholic drunks 
and exhibitionists and peeping toms 
of Rodgers easy access to their 
rooms he Is as dense as the out- 
side ring of an argon atom. 
A door open six Inches is ample 
enough to satisfy the morality of 
even the most virtuous but not the 
curiosity of the neighboring screw- 
balls. It also helps to muffle the 
infinity of grosltles (grossnesses) 
echoing throughout Rodgers Quad- 
rangle. The voting procedure Is 
good In principle but In practice 
It will allow 1/4 of a dorm to stop 
an open house from being held. 
A better policy would be 51% of 
those voting determining the out- 
come. 
The removal of the special ev- 
ents clause can be likened to the 
Repeal of Prohibition. An event of 
some  sorts could have always be 
found (Hal Marcus' lecture on Tao- 
ism, camping movies, and Spirit 
of "72 cheering for hockey games). 
We could probably sponsor a belch- 
ing contest as a special event. 
But thank you Dr. Bond for doing 
away with something you had no 
control over anyway. Also another 
tip of the hat goes to our illus- 
trious vice-president for the sched- 
uling of open houses. 
Again I'm sure the residents of 
Rodger's would always want an open 
house on Saturday and Sunday af- 
ternoon Instead of a Friday or 
Saturday night because we want to 
spend our spring and autumn af- 
ternoons with our dates In such a 
homey atmosphere as Rodgers pro- 
vides. Dr. Bond did not give us 
the administration "runaround" in 
this matter. Let's face It, he com- 
pletely Ignored us. 
Steve Emerlne 
355 Rodgers 
'Grade A' 
In 1006, Upton Sinclair wrote 
"The Jungle", a book about the 
filth, horror, and Inhumane work- 
ing conditions which existed In the 
Chicago meat-packing plants. In one 
passage he describes the technique 
used In butchering hogs -- how 
they were run up the plank to be 
shackled, borne aloft, and their 
throats slit. 
Sinclair then states that "One 
could not stand and watch very 
long...without beginning to deal in 
symbols and similes...Each one of 
these hogs was a separate crea- 
ture. Some were white hogs, some 
were black, some were spotted... 
Now suddenly Fate had swooped 
upon him, and it had seized him 
by the leg...all his protests, his 
amaaiiM   were nothing.   And now 
Seminars on protest 
By ALLEN V. WILEY 
Faculty Columnist 
On our campus, as elsewhere 
In American higher education, the 
right of protest Is generally rec- 
ognized as an essential component 
of the right of free speech guar- 
anteed by our Constitution. It is 
here that our educational system 
differs fundamentally from that of 
Cuba, Czechoslavakia, Portugal, or 
China. Unfortunately there Is con- 
siderable disagreement over the 
precise definition of free speech. 
If every member of the human 
race thought exactly alike, hold- 
ing Identical views on every pos- 
sible subject, there would be no 
•occasion* for protest Thatapro- 
prlate channels of expression is 
the legitimate offspring of diver- 
gent Ideas and value Judgments, but 
protest carried beyond a reason- 
able point becomes both offensive 
and ineffective. 
Let's suppose, for example, that 
an economist or a sociologist, deep- 
ly concerned about the "popula- 
tion explosion" were to stand up 
during a Roman Catholic Church 
service and  start yelling, "Down 
with the Pope," shouting every 
offensive word at his command, lib- 
erally seasoned with the four-letter 
stlnkbombs once banned from po- 
lite society. Would any rational 
person suggest this as an effec- 
tive way to get the Pope's official 
attitude on the subject of birth 
control changed? Such behavior Is 
akin to spitting In a man's face 
when coming to ask him a favor. 
Whether such an Intruder were to 
be driven out by Indignant wor- 
shipers or the police, or were al- 
lowed to slink away on his own 
steam, his conduct would reveal 
abysmal Ignorance of fundamental 
psychological principles. 
The undersigned believes firm- 
ly In the right of protest, which he 
has exercised often enough to have 
acquired some experience. That 
is why, shortly after the beginning 
of winter quarter, he suggested 
to Dr. Rich, Director of the Hon- 
ors Program, that two seminars 
be offered during the spring quar- 
ter under the heading, "The Voice 
of Protest." The purpose of these 
seminars Is to Involve participants 
in researching the campus as fully 
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as possible on the subject of stu- 
dent dissent. 
Our plan Is to have honors stu- 
dents Interview dissatisfied indivi- 
duals and report on their findings. 
We also plan to invite leaders 
and spokesman for dissidents to 
come to our seminar meetings for 
the purpose of stating clearly their 
alms and views and to engage In 
friendly discussion. It Is not our 
intention to do or say anything to 
embarrass or humiliate anyone. We 
further promise that nothing our 
guests may say will be used against 
them at any future time. Nothing 
they say will be repeated outside 
of our group without their express 
consent. 
The first essential In dealing with 
any serious disagreement threat- 
ening to bring in its wake ser- 
ious consequences is to ascertain 
as many of the facts and personal 
views as possible. Unpleasant and 
dangerous confrontations often 
grow out of misunderstandings on 
both sides. Once people resort to 
name calling, it becomes progres- 
sively more difficult to reestablish 
those friendly relationships with- 
out which the pursuit of effective 
educational goals becomes difficult, 
if not impossible. 
The seminar on the Voice of 
Protest is not being offered at 
the suggestion of anvone connected 
with our administration, and nei- 
ther its faculty leader nor his 
assistant is anyone's "stooge." 
It is hoped that honest research 
and frank discussions will pro- 
vide factual information and ideas 
of value to both students and ad- 
ministrators. Particular empha- 
sis will be placed upon how to 
present clearly one's objectives, 
and how to pursue them rationally 
and effectively. 
The leader of this project is very 
sympathetic toward those who would 
remake the world because he has 
often been a dissident and a cru- 
sader, sincerely believing that ap- 
athy and the unwillingness to be- 
come "Involved" constitute ex- 
tremely serious obstacles to human 
progress, and that In rationally sel- 
ected objectives pursued ob- 
stinately but effectively lies our 
only hope for a better future for 
a a civilization now In imminent 
danger of self annihilation. 
was one to believe that there was 
nowhere a god of hogs, to whom 
this hog-personallty was precious, 
to whom these hog-squeals and ag- 
onies had a meaning?" 
Reflecting on the events of the 
past month; the Rodgers' protest, 
the racist pamphlet, and the farce 
of a Trustees meeting, I can not 
help but draw an analogy between 
Bowling Green students and Upton 
Sinclair's hogs. (Sorry.) 
Each student Is a separate In- 
dividual — some of us are white, 
some black, some Catholic, some 
Protestant, some Jewish. We have 
come to this university for as- 
sorted reasons — to avoid the draft, 
to find a husband, to get an edu- 
cation, or to loaf for four years 
Instead of getting a Job. 
Whatever, the reason, and what- 
ever race or creed we are, the fact 
remains that a cloud of apathy 
envelops the students who are at 
Bowling Green. We are run through 
the conveyor belt in the Union 
on our way to classes where we 
are shackled by professors who 
only teach us enough to process 
us and, at graduation, we come 
out with "Grade A" stamped on 
our behinds, and are ready to 
serve society. 
There are those who cry out, 
who scream auu protest, and are 
consequently referred to as "com- 
mies," "pinkos," and "radicals." 
They have recognized that the sys- 
tem used so effectively by J. Og- 
den Armour Is now being applied 
to universities, to turn out in mas- 
ses college graduates who can work 
from 8-5, then go home to Suburb- 
ia, U.S.A., and their "ticky-tacky" 
houses. Is one to believe that there 
Is nowhere a god of university- 
hogs, to whom these hog-squeals 
and agonies have a meaning? 
Becky Lower 
428 Clough St. 
Vacation diary 
By HOWARD CLEVELAND 
Student Columnist 
How I spent my Spring Vacation. 
I   went   to   Ft.   Lauderdale.     It was fun. I met lots of kids, 
were fun.  I met lots of girls.   They were fun too, huh, huh! 
They 
I sat In the sunshine. 
Green. It wasn't too 
It rained once. 
I saw lots of college 
and   smoked   cigarettes 
When It shlned.    It was snowing in Bowling 
sunny  in Florida.    It wasn't doing anything. 
kids in Fort Lauderdale. They drank beer 
and other  stuff.     At night I looked out  my 
window  and saw them walk the streets.    The guys walked the streets 
and  so did the girls.     The guys were looking for girls walking the 
streets.   I bet that was fun. 
At night and sometimes during the day, the guys would get drunk. 
They would make noise. The policemen would bonk them on the head 
They got awful quiet. 
The policemen in Fort Lauderdale walk the streets with the college 
kids. I guess they're streetwalkers, too. Sometimes they ride motor- 
cycles. The policemen like the college kids. Everytlme a carload 
of kids would drive down the street, the policemen would zoom after 
them on their motorcycles and write them a note. My friend Pop 
said that the policemen were giving them an Invitation to see their 
friend named Judge. Judge is really a keen guy. If you are out late 
at night and don't have a place to stay, he'll let you stay at his house. 
The policemen stood at all the street corners and told you when 
to cross the street The policemen are happy when you cross the street. 
One time a coUege kid crossed in the middle of the street without 
asking the policeman. The policeman was happy that the kid could 
cross the street by himself. He was so happy he took him to see 
Judge. 
When college kids go to Fort Lauderdale they have parties. I 
saw one party down the street The kids were playing records and 
dancing. They were drinking beer and having fun. The policemen 
came to the party. Judge couldn't make It so the party moved over 
to his place. 
I met another kid down there called Head. I don't know why every- 
one called him that. I guess because he had long hair. Head was 
walking down the street one night and a policeman found some 
"aspirins" In his pocket The policeman talked to Head and I guess 
he liked him. Head went to see Judge. I was talking to one of Head's 
friends. He said that Head wouldn't leave Judge's place unless some- 
one gave him $10,000.    Judge must really be a swell guy. 
I met another kid on the beach—his name was Peter. He was from 
Boston University. They must play alot of cards up there because 
he said that he was a dealer. I told Peter about this neat guy named 
Judge. Peter was very bashful... He said that he didn't want to meet 
■Judge.   Poor Peter, he really doesn't know what he missed. 
I used to think that the policemen were mean and nasiy. I thought 
all they did was beat up hippies. But, now I know. The policeman Is 
really your friend. And If he can't help yon, Pm sttre his friend 
Judge can. r 
- 
rFroin th» Associated Pr«s» 
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Double session opens UN talks 
Compiled by Ken Berxof 
Nixon picks 4 ambassadors 
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. - President Nixon announced yesterday his 
choices for four important ambassadorships, Including the dispatch- 
ing of former Republican Sen. Kenneth B. Keating of New York to 
India. 
In addition, Nixon will nominate career diplomat William Leon- 
hart as ambassador to Yugoslavia, former Republican Gov. Val 
Peterson of Nebraska as envoy to Finland, and New Hampshire 
businessman Robert G. Hill to replace former Mayor Robert F. 
Wagner of New York as ambassador to Spain. 
Accusations bog peace talks 
PARIS - The Vietnam peace talks bogged down yesterday In a wel- 
ter of accusations Including a Viet Cong charge that reports of pro- 
gress were "cunning treachery" on the part of President Nixon's ad- 
ministration. 
In Washington, Secretary of Defense Melvln R. Laird said In an 
Interview that private talks on Vietnam are going forward and there 
Is "some sign of progress " 
Laird did not make clear, however, whether he was referring to 
preliminary contacts or substantive secret discussions on a peace 
settlement. 
OU faces budget crisis 
ATHENS, Ohio - President Vernon R. Alden of Ohio University 
will recommend a student fee Increase If the Ohio Legislature does 
not appropriate enough money for the university to "operate without 
deterioration." 
Alden said the university needs "an absolute minimum Increase" 
of $5.8 million next year, and $7.9 million the year following over 
its present budget. 
Roman/a asks for rights 
GENEVA - Romania, made a passionate plea yesterday for "res- 
pect of the sacred and Inalienable right of nations to decide their 
own destiny without outside interference." 
An Informed Communist source said the dramatic speech by chief 
delegate Nicolas tcobesee to the 17-natlon disarmament conference 
was a reaction to the new Soviet threat to Czechoslovakia. 
He called for the withdrawal of foreign troops from all countries 
and denounced all uses of force, including "military maneuvers on 
the territories or borders of other states." 
English party support drops 
LONDON - Harold Wilson's Labor party government, under fire for 
sending arms to Nigeria as well as its financial and union policies, has 
plunged In public esteem, according to a public opinion survey published 
yesterday. 
The survey said only two of ten British electors are satisfied with 
the way Wilson's administration is running the country. 
Support for the parties was listed this way: Labor 30.7 per cent, 
Conservative   53.5,   Liberal  9.4,  other groups 2.6,   undecided 3.8. 
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) - 
The chief U.N. delegates of the 
Big Four powers began the task 
yesterday of trying to persuade 
Israel and the Arabs to end their 
deadlock on a peace pact. Despite 
formidable obstacles, they did not 
appear discouraged. 
Initial morning and afternoon 
sessions were held in the dining 
room at the Park Avenue residence 
of French Ambassador Armand 
Berard. 
The   other     main participants 
King's mourners pay 
anniversary tribute 
Ray gets lawyer 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)-James 
Earl Ray has hired a third lawyer, 
this time in an effort to help him 
win a new trial In the murder of 
Dr. Martin Luther King was assas- 
sinated in Memphis a year ago 
today. 
State Corrections Commissioner 
Harry S. Avery said yesterday 
Richard J. Ryan of Memphis, pre- 
viously turned away by prison of- 
ficials, has been hired by Ray to 
represent him in criminal mat- 
ters. 
Ray previously sought a new 
trial in a letter to Criminal Court 
Judge W. Preston Battle, Jr., who 
died of a heart attack Monday! 
Battle had sentenced Ray to 99 
years in Prison after Ray pleaded 
guilty In the King death. 
MEMPHIS, TENN.(AP) - The 
assassination of Dr. Martin Lu- 
thur King Jr. is to be mourned to- 
day in silence and In song, In 
m.i.ss marches and in memorials, 
In good deeds and In protest a- 
galnst the war In Vietnam. 
It was just a year ago that 
King stood on the Lorraine Mo- 
til balcony In Memphis, Tenn. A 
'Millet whined from across the way 
and King fell. 
City dwellers and townspeople 
across the nation will observe the 
anniversary. None should be so 
great, however, as that planned 
for Memphis. 
At high noon, up to 18,000 per- 
sons are scheduled to march to 
the Lorraine Motel and then to 
City Hall. Several National Guard 
units are on "practice maneuvers" 
in the west Tennessee area but 
"we expect no trouble," a public 
information officer said. 
King's widow said yesterday she 
would participate In none of the 
public memorials, "My children 
and I will visit the cemetery and 
then return home for the day," 
Mrs. King said from her home In 
Atlanta. 
Some cities have taken official 
recognition of the anniversary. 
Mayor Walter Washington of Wash- 
lnton, D.D., proclaimed "a day of 
memorlam" for the nation's cap- 
ital. 
Some mourners planned to cou- 
ple their observances with pro- 
tests against the war in Vietnam, 
a protest King had taken up. Anti- 
war forces in Baltimore organized 
a "death watch" In front of the 
U.S. Custom House. 
In Atlanta, a loose coalition of 
civil rights and antiwar groups 
planned a voter registration drive 
and a 49-hour vigil as a "day of 
commemoration." The Kennebec 
Society of Friends planned a vigil 
In front of the Maine State House 
in Augusta both as a protest to 
the war and in memory of King. 
In Cincinnati, the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference, 
which King headed, called for a 
"day of personal service" at its 
"Black Easter" commemoration. 
Members will visit the sick, the 
prisons and the orphanages. 
Mourners In Selma. Ala. will 
re-enact part of the 1965 march 
on Montgomery that King led. Ex- 
tra state troopers are being kept 
on guard but both civil rights 
leaders and local and state author- 
ities said they expect no trouble. 
were U.S. Ambassador Charles 
W. Yost, Soviet Deputy Foreign 
Minister Jacob A. Malik and Lord 
Caradon, British minister of state 
foreign and Commonwealth affairs. 
Originally only one session was 
planned for the opening day, and 
the decision to hold two meetings 
was taken as an encouraging sign. 
Strict secrecy surrounded the 
long-awaited talks, aimed at seek- 
ing agreement on proposals to be 
relayed to the Arabs and Israel 
Diplomatic sources said the rep- 
resentatives of the four powers 
would be given a list of ques- 
tions he submitted to Israel, Egypt 
and Jordan along with their re- 
plies, dealing with various aspects 
of the situation. 
The hard-core Issues involve 
withdrawal of Israeli forces from 
Arab territory won in the June 
5-10 war In 1967; the status of 
the Old City of Jerusalem, now en- 
tirely under Israeli control along 
with much of west bank territory 
of Jordan; freedom of passage 
through the now blocked Suez Canal 
and the Strait of Tlran, and fixing 
of permanent boundaries between 
Israel   and   Its   Arab neighbors. 
YOU SHOULD KNOW MORE ABOUT A VERY 
IMPORTANT ASPECT OF 
TODAYS EDUCATION.   ATTEND 
THE APRIL 7th S.E.A. MEETING AT 
7:00 IN THE DOGWOOD SUITE 
SEX 
EDUCATION 
IN 
GRADES K-0 
• 
MEMBERS & 
GUESTS 
ARE WELCOME 
STUDENTS! 
Want a GOOD-PAYING 
SUMMER OFFICE JOB? 
come in this week 
to MANPOWER! 
If you can type, take shorthand or do any other office work, you 
can spend a profitable summer as a White Glove Girl. You'll handle 
temporary office jobs for Manpower.. . working only the days you 
choose. Stop in today! 
MANPOWER 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
BELLS 
BELLS 
BELLS 
BELLS 
BELLS 
BELLS 
BELLS 
THE DEN 
St. Thomas More Parish 
425 Thurstin St. 
HOLY THURSDAY   (APRIL 3) 
GOOD FRIDAY 
(APRIL) (APRIL 4) 
HOLY SATURDAY 
(APRIL 5) 
EASTER SUNDAY 
(APRIL 6) 
SOLEMN EUCHARISTIC CELEBRATION AT 4 PM. 
LITURGICAL SERVICE (including Holy Communion) 
12 noon • 1:30 pm. 
DIALOGUE HOMILY:   1:45 ■ 2:00 pm 
PRIVATE MEDITATION:2:00 ■ 2:30 pm 
STATIONS of the CROSS: 2:30 - 3:00 pm 
SOLEMN VIGIL CEREMONIES: 11 pm 
VIGIL MASS: 12 midnight 
MASSES at 9, 10, 11 am and 4 pm (in Chapel) 
and at 11 am in Harshman (Mid-Am Room) 
Students will be excused to attend Good Friday 
services. Procedure to be announced at the Chapel 
Pag« 4/The BG News, Friday, April A, 1969 
Reception sponsored    Professor wins Fulbright grant 
for alumni offspring 
The Undergraduate Alumni As- 
sociation Council Is sponsoring a 
Heritage Party tor the sons, grand- 
sons, daughters, and grandaugh- 
ters of Bowling Green alumni who 
are attending the university. 
This event will be held on Sun- 
day, April 13, between 2:00 p.m. 
and 5:00 p.m. in the lounge of the 
Bowling Green Ice Arena. 
There will be a short program, 
featuring remarks by President 
Jerome and members of the Alum- 
ni Board of directors proceeding 
the dessert Entertainment will In- 
clude Don Bruns and Mike Dullng, 
singing duet. 
This reception Is a means of 
recognizing students for attend- 
ing the university which Is so close 
to their families, according to Jane 
Fryman, Heritage Party Chair- 
man. 
George Ray, president of the 
U.A.A. said the purpose of the 
dessert "Is to stimulate alumni 
Interest and to show students we're 
proud of them." The idea of such 
an event came from Miami Uni- 
versity, he added. 
Students of alumni who were not 
contacted by the U.A.A. are to 
call George Ray, extension 2796 
for details before April 8. 
iianning „ 
lacpmi Service 
BUSINESS LISTINGS: 
April 7. Royal Globe Insurance Companies; Employer's Group of 
Insurance Companies; Continental Can Company; Owens-Illinois. 
April 8. Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company; Firestone Tire & Rub- 
ber Company; Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. 
April 9. General Telephone & Electronics; Owens-Illlnols; Dental 
Division of Litton Medical Products, Inc. 
April 10. Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. 
April 11. Juvenile Court for the County of Oakland; Atlantic Mutual 
Insurance Company; YMCA: Ohio Citizens Trust 
fleet symbol 
H the love you shaYe 
Being with each other, doing things together... know- 
ing that your affection is growing into precious and 
enduring love. Happily, all these cherished moments 
will be forever symbolized by your diamond engagement 
ring. If the name. Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag. 
you are assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction. 
The engagement diamond is flawless, of superb color, 
and precise modern cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler will 
assist you in making your selection... He's in the yellow 
pages under "Jewelers." Rings from §100 to $10,000. 
Illustrations enlarged to show detail.'Trade-mark reg. 
A. H. Pond Co., Inc., Est. 1892. 
REGISTERED 
SPSS 
DIAMOND   RINGS 
__     _ 
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 
Please send new 20-page booklet "How To Plan Your Engage- 
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for 
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book. 
Name_ 
Address_ 
City  
State. 
-ZJP- 
I 
I 
I   KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE. N. Y. 13201 
Dr. William N. Easterly, asso- 
ciate professor of biology, has 
been awarded a Fulbright grant 
to lecture In Ghana, Africa dur- 
ing   the 1969-70 academic year. 
Dr. Easterly Is one of several 
hundred faculty members from the 
United States selected to teach 
abroad by the Department of 
State's Board of Foreign Scholar- 
ships. 
Beginning Sept. L 1969. Dr. East- 
erly will teach biology at the Uni- 
versity     College,    Cape   Coast, 
News wins All American; 
rates among best in nation 
The BG News, competing with 600 
other college newspapers, has iron 
the highest rating in the natior tor 
campus publications taking an All 
American classification In the i e- 
cent Associated Collegiate Press 
competition Judged at the Univer- 
sity of Minnesota. 
The News received a total of 
3,710 points in the contest, 93 per 
cent of the possible totaL In In- 
dividual categories, the paper re- 
ceived 200 points of a possible 
200 In news coverage and 180 
of 200 In news balance. Criticism 
of the balance came as a result 
TOR SALE 
100% Human Hair Wig - Pract- 
ically new - must sell because 
of  allergy-   $40.   354-9923   attar 
of what Judges said to be too 
much front page coverage of extra- 
curricular activities. 
In story content, the News man- 
aged 200 of 200 points, while both 
the editorial and sports pages re- 
ceived the maximum point totals 
for their coverage. 
Photography also ranked high 
with the News taking the maximum 
of  410   points   in   that category. 
Physical properties of the pa- 
per — headline styles, typography 
and printing — received 540 of 
a possible 550. 
Ghana, Africa. His teaching as- 
signment will conclude June 30 
1970. 
While in Africa,   Dr. Easterly 
will   study  the wild flowers of 
Bhana. 
Since the passage of the Ful- 
bright Act in 1946, some 34,000 
Americans and 85,000 foreign cit- 
izens representing more than 150 
countries and territories have 
received grants. The grants are 
designed to Increase understanding 
between Americans and the people 
of other countries through edu- 
cational and cultural  exchanges. 
The Fulbright Lectureship pro- 
vides that the government of 
Ghana pay for the transportation 
of Dr. Easterly, and for that of 
his wife Marjorle, and children 
Patty,   15,   Bill,12,   and John,   9. 
A native of Lewisburg, W.Va., 
Dr. Easterly earned his bachelor's 
degree from West Virginia Univer- 
sity In 1949, his master's from 
Iowa State University In 195J; and 
his doctorate from West Virginia 
University in 1957. 
OF   ORIGINAL   COST   -   PHONE 
352-5812. 
Man * Woman's bicycle lor Sale. 
1909 Models - Huffy. Contact Mar- 
tin,   Apt   4,   215   ManvUle   Ave. 
■c.2 Chery, 6-stick, radio, heat- 
er. 1350 or offer. 352-7262. 
1'rlni.. '65 Austin - Healey Sprite, 
$975; come to Windmill on c lough 
St. or call 353-5783. 
1959 MCA Roadster, $395 or beat 
offer, ph. 353-4894. 
1 bdrm. Fura. Apt. - lmmed. oc- 
cupance - sublet - Creenvlew Apta. 
- Ph. 352-5897 after 5. 
'C8 Triumph 500cc Daylona .Super 
Sport. Kxc. < oiul.-inn.sr sell. 354- 
0588 
FOR RENT 
Wantodl 3-4 girls to aubleaw apt. 
for summer qtr. For Information 
call Sue, 414 eat. 2711 or Mary 
409 eat. 3254. 
1 Male roommate needed for this 
qtr. only. Apt 47 Creenvlew or 
ph. 354-1281. 
Double rooms available half block 
from campus, Call 354-5785. 
w INTER Male roommate lmmed. 
Ill end of qtr. Wlnthrop. 354-3522. 
ATO's - lost your sign? Contact 
your MSU chapter. 
Anyone from Trevor Phillip's first 
qtr. 3 o'clock Interested In com- 
paring student teaching experi- 
ences. Call Kate Rm. 322 eat. 3107 
before 5 or 352-0363 after 5. 
Roommate  needed to share Apt. 
Call 352-3845. 
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL 
Phi Kappa Psl announces an OPEN 
HOUSE ON TUESDAY, APRIL 8 
from 7-9 p.m. ALL HUSHEES ARE 
INVITED. 
12x60   2-bed.   col.   Mobile   Home.    ?™% 'ZTnll* """"" '°r Apl' 
Fur. 352-0588 this qtr. 354-7192. 
'09 Star Mobile Home. 10x60 Ut- 
ility Shed. F.xc. cond. $2,500, 352- 
6813. 
A SMITH CORONA - GALAXIE 
DELUXE TYPEWRITER - PICA 
TYPE - 1968 MODEL, RARELY 
USED -   PRICED  AT   FHACTBN 
Apt.   for   rent 
college Dave. 
$65   mo.   264-D   S. 
Need rootnmte to share ApL  S. 
Enterprise beginning June: write: 
Donna   Koa.   4015 Colorado Ave. 
Loralnj Ohio, 44054. 
THE DELTA ZETA'F AND ESPEC- 
IALLY DIANEWAN7TOLETITBE 
known that they think the Slg Eps 
are great! So sorry for the mis- 
take In the paperl 
King Colqultt: May the rest be as 
happy as the first llappv Anniver- 
sary.        Queen Karen. 
Slim - There Is nothing like a 
double swtrly to turn your hair 
a little blonder. Congratulations 
to you and Jean on your Ueta Pin- 
ning. Detas. 
TIM AND SAM 
c ongratulaUons   on   your engage- 
ment! Auguat isn't far away. Sock 
It to you both,  and all the best 
wishes for a happy life. 
THE METROPOLITAN ZOO 
WU1 baby sit - have ref. 353- 
3423. 
Hide needed from West Toledo ev- 
eryday. 9-12 classes wUl share 
expenses. Lynn 474-9935. 
Interesting position In Sales. Kx- 
ceUent Monetary Potential Oppor- 
tunity to gain experience in Sales 
and Management, with 201 year- 
old Company. Send brief Kesm. to: 
Mr. Potlker, "* E.B., Inc., Suite 
505, 1101 Euclid Ave. Cleveland, 
O. 44115. 
PAGl.lAI'S PIZZA "Home of the 
bottomless Glass" NOW OPEN 
SUNDAYS AT 11:30 a.m. ALSO 
serving steaks, chicken, spaghetti, 
and   shrimp  dinners til  9:00 p.m. 
XttiwrBttj) 
That's our aim. To keep your wardrobe in tune with 
the times with the perfect combo of color and style in 
casual wear. The latest in string knits, contrasted with 
the new bold look in casual slacks. Like to go for the 
new pleated scooter skirt and sporty knit top? Smart. 
(j/bc Hmucrsfty &hop t 
campus 
calendar 
THE AMERICAN ARAB 
ASSOCIATION 
Will    hold an open meeting at 
7 p.m. Monday, in the Taft Room 
of the Union. 
"SUMMERHILL" 
A     half hour film    about A.S. 
Nelll's  school will be shown at 7 
p.m. tonight, In 115 Education Bldg. 
ONE ACT TRYOUTS 
Will be held from 3-5 p.m. to- 
day In 304 South Hall. Two men 
and four women are needed for 
Tennessee William's "Moony'sKld 
Don't Cry" and Harold Pinter's 
"The Collecter." 
PSI CHI 
Will sponsor a trip to Wright- 
Patterson Air Force Base. Inter- 
ested psychology undergraduates 
and graduates should contact Guy 
Melvln or leave a name and ad- 
dress in 204 South Hall no later 
than Monday. 
VARSITY CLUB 
Will  elect officers and present 
awards at  8 p.m. Sunday, in 202 
Memorial Hall. 
STUDENT EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION 
Will hold a meeting at 7 p.m., 
Monday,   to discuss "Sex Educa- 
tion in Grades K-6." 
UCF 
Will hold Part I of a Good Fri- 
day service at noon today in Prout 
Chapel. Part II will be held at 
1   p.m.  In the Main Auditorium. 
Easter Sunday Holy Com TIunion 
and breakfast will be held at 7 
a.m. In the UCF Chapel. Instal- 
lation of officers, a meal and dis- 
cussion of Friday's movie will 
be held at 5 p.m. In the UCF 
Center. 
UAO 
The Union Activities Organiza- 
tion will sponsor a mixed bowling 
league beginning at 7 p.m. April 
16. The league will end Wednesday 
May  28. 
. 
Armstrong protests 
youth isn't abnormal 
Th. BG New., Friday, April 4, 1969/Pooe 5 
By SUSAN PURCELL 
Asst. Issue Editor 
"Protest: Man Against Society," 
by George Armstrong, Bantam 
Books, NYC, 172 pps., $.95 at 
the University Bookstore. . 
In 172 pages George Armstrong 
has anthologized protest literature 
from the past 2000 years, beginning 
with the Gospel of St. Matthew and 
ending with a statement by Chicago 
Mayor Richard Daley following the 
1968 National Democratic Conven- 
tion. 
Reading "Protest: Man Against 
Society" Is like a 30 minute guided 
tour through the Smithsonian Insti- 
tute. 
Editor Armstrong calls the book 
"an unorthodox anthology from the 
literature of dissent." Indeed, It Is 
unorthodox, trying to cram so many 
worthwhile sections Into such a 
small package. 
In the introduction, Armstrong 
appears to be trying to please any 
and all readers. He Justifies the 
right to protest (token appeasement 
to youth) and then criticizes their 
methods of protest (token appease- 
ment to adults.) 
The Introduction concludes with 
the observation that one of the 
troubles of modern society Is that 
legitimate protest is often Inaudi- 
ble because so many people are 
shouting at once. For example, 
Armstrong notes, the black discon- 
tent was unrecognized until the 
ghetto exploded. The author con- 
tinues: 
"And it seems that we are about 
to take the same risk with hun- 
dreds of thousands of American 
students. . . their message of 
discontent and alienation Is very 
real. . . It is the obligation of 
government to make every attempt 
to listen. That Is the true meaning 
of protest in a democratic so- 
ciety." 
Thus, the tour guide of protest 
literature begins. With the neatly 
categorized kinds of protest lit- 
erature Is Included the Democratic 
Protest with Thomas Jefferson; the 
artist as subversive with the beat- 
nick movement; the Aristocratic 
Dissent with D. H. Lawrence. 
With It's incongruities, the book 
has it's virtues: the anthologized 
works have been well-chosen and 
worth reading by youth and estab- 
lishment. 
Perhaps the most provocative 
and moving of the Student Pro- 
test literature section Is a ques- 
tion and answer drill by Denlse 
Levertov, "What Were They Like," 
concerning the legitimacy of the 
Vietnam war. 
Jerry Rubin, Ibsen ("An Enemy 
of the People"), Paul Simon (of 
Simon and Garfunkel) and Irving 
Howe ("Politics of Confrontation") 
are Included in the anthology of 
literature. 
However, conspicuously missing 
from the book, compiled In an age 
of violent racial tension and in- 
creased awareness of black con- 
tributions, Is a fair sampling of 
black writers and literature. Re- 
grettably absent from the black 
literature are writers such as Roy 
Innes, Eldrldge Cleaver, Dick 
Gregory and Malcom X. 
Armstrong seemingly compiled 
the anthology for establishment 
reading—to let the elders know 
what has been said and done; to 
let the establishment know that 
today's youth Is not abnormal and 
on the contrary, very normal to be 
restless and dissenting. 
arts 
page 
Bob Dylan:    Analysis and interpretation 
By BILL GUBBINS 
After almost four years of Isolation and seclusion, 
Bob Dylan's personality and music still remain para- 
mount in rock music 
Even his early work, now almost seven years old, 
has remained Influential. Dylan's songs have not only 
been the anthem of a generation but have been the In- 
spiration to a generation of poets and song writers. 
Yet for some reason, Dylan's songs have also In 
spired a great number of banal and meaningless 
cliches mainly developed by those members of the mass 
media who were unable to understand Dylan's music un- 
less It was categorized and pigeonholed. Thus we find 
Dylan and his songs being labeled with such meaning- 
less   terms   as   "protest   song"  and "folk-rock". 
While these banalities may be founded in someone's 
perception of the truth, they have mainly served 
to distort Dylan's music and to create vast myths 
about his personality. Dylan, after all, does not 
write "rock poetry" or "folk-rock" he merely 
writes words and music. He is not a "protester" 
or even the "spokesman of a generation" he Is 
a human being. 
The most mythical portion of Dylan's life Is his 
beginnings and backround. Stories abound about 
Dylan doing this and that In his early years. Most 
of them such as his taking his name from Dylan 
Thomas, are entirely false. 
In actuality, from a very early age Bob was 
unsympathetic toward life In the Minnesota mining 
town of nibbing and almost yearly from the age 
of   12,   he began trying to run away from home. 
Finally, at age 19, after two semesters at the Uni- 
versity of Minnesota, he finally made It. He traveled 
In many directions and saw many things, all of 
which influenced his early music. 
Eventually he wound up in New York City, to 
visit his hero, Woody Guthrle, who was then bedfast 
with Parkinson's disease. 
His first album, "Bob Dylan" was mainly Dylan 
singing traditional and "road songs" which he had 
picked up In his various travels. What original 
material there Is, such as "Talkln' New York 
City  Blues"  Is highly Imitative of Woody Guthrle. 
The album brought Dylan notice In folk circles, 
but didn't sell well and was Ignored by the general 
public. 
In the year between this recording and his 2nd 
album "Freewheelln Bob Dylan," his popularity 
began to rise. He was performing continuously 
now and constantly Improving. 
He was also In the midst of his most prolific 
song writing period, where legend has it, he wrote 
as many as five complete songs a day. 
His style was also changing, using less and less 
of his traditional material, and more of his own 
material. All these changes were reflected In 
"Freelwheelln." 
The album showed Dylan as he began to develop 
his own style. 
There were love songs ("Girl from the Nortr 
Country"), traditional songs ("Corrlna, Corrlna") 
and songs which would later be described as protest 
("Blowln"  In the Wind" and "Masters of War"). 
Dylan now was writing just as many songs, but 
most of them were what he was to later call "finger 
pointing" songs. 
It was at this time that the public began to notice 
Dylan. He made his first cross country tour and 
was the success of the 1963 Newport Folk Festival. 
In November of 1963, he recorded a new album, 
"The Times They Are A-Changln' ". 
The album consists almost entirely of topical 
songs such as "Hattie Carroll," "Pawn In their 
Game," and "With God on Our Side." 
Somehow In all the artificiality of fame, Dylan 
was still able to keep his Individuality and allow 
no one to manipulate or use him. 
His response to this fame was an album called 
"Another Side of Bob Dylan," In which he rejected 
It all. 
The album's songs show Dylan no longer writing 
about the evils of society or about how some one 
else felt, but writing about his feelings. One of the 
album's major songs Is "My Back Pages," In 
which Dylan shows why he broke from the world 
of "protests" and "movements." 
This Influence led In January of 1965, to "Bring 
It all Home" using sldemen to accompany him 
which he had never done before. 
His songs now were almost totally made up of 
.lily personal, almost cryptic Imagery.  It became 
"In" to Interpret Bob Dylan. 
The folk purists were outraged at Dylan's use of a 
rock and roll backround. They showed this distance 
by vehemently booing Dylan when he appeared at the 
1965 Newport and Forest Hills Folk Festivals with 
a rock band. 
These attacks greatly affected Dylan for he felt 
these people had sold him out and were not interes- 
ted in him as an artist, but as a "hero." 
"Highway 61 Revisited," recorded during the sum- 
mer of 1965, shows Dylan In a period of personal 
paranoia. He was on the offensive, attacking the 
young of high society ("Like a Rolling Stone"), 
the straight journalists who followed him ("Ballad 
of a Thin Man") and his former friends ("Posi- 
tively Fourth Street"). 
Then at the height of his fame, Dylan stopped 
touring  and began his wlthdrawl from public life. 
His next album, "Blonde on Blonde," recorded 
during the winter of 1966, Is Important for It was 
his first album to be recorded In Nashville and 
several of the songs ("I Want You" and "Just 
Like a Woman") reflect a return to a much slmplier 
style. 
Nearly two years later he would record "John 
Wesely Harding." 
This album marked almost a complete return to 
simple music. Dylan was no longer accompanied 
by a rock band, but rather by vetern Nashville 
session men. 
The album's lyrics show Dylan as a much more 
mature and controlled writer than any of his pre- 
vious work. 
A year and a half has passed since "John Wesely 
Harding" was recorded and Dylan Is still living In 
almost complete seclusion with his wife and three 
sons. 
His latest album, "Nashville Skyline", to be 
released sometime in April, Is rumored to be of 
an even simpler musical content than "John Wesely." 
It also contains several songs which Dylan cut with 
Johnny Cash. 
The unifying factor In all of Dylan's work Is 
that no matter what the fads or fancies of the time 
have" been, Dylan has always been true to one 
person: himself. 
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Campus pot smo 
An in-depth look 
By DAVE McCOY 
Staff Reporter 
A major concern of public of- 
ficials today Is the Increasing use 
of narcotics, particularly mari- 
juana, by unlverlsty students on 
American campuses. 
Marijuana, also knowna_s"pot", 
"grass", "tea", and "Mary", Is 
used at Bowling Green by a num- 
ber of students, the extent to which 
cannot be determined. Why do 
these students smoke grass and 
what are Its effects? 
Six University students who ad- 
mitted smoking marijuana regular- 
ly were asked why they use It and 
how they react when they use It. 
The general reason they all gave 
for using It Is to acquire a "high" 
or feeling of euphoria which ac- 
companies Its use. 
Three of the students Interviewed 
had been smoking grass prior to 
the Interview and were high at 
the time which may be a reason 
for several "unusual" answers 
they   gave   during   the Interview. 
Because of the possibility of 
prosecution, all six students in- 
terviewed   will  not  be  identified. 
Student number one Is from Ohio 
and has served In the armed ser- 
vices. He is now a full-time stu- 
dent with over a 3.00 accumula- 
tive point average. 
He began smoking grass in 1966 
when a friend of his offered him 
some. Since then he has been smok- 
ing It at least  twice a week un- 
Pot parties begin to rival beer 
blasts as college student pastime 
By KEVIN HALEY 
Staff Reporter 
A normal college party is 
marked by a high rate of con- 
sumption of beer, wine and cheap 
bourbon. The crowded dancing, 
the spilled beer, the passing out, 
the groping and occasionally an 
automobile accldent--lt's all part 
of the scene. 
A drug party In contrast, usually 
means a small group of friends— 
or sometimes only a boy and girl 
in a dormitory room, or most like- 
ly off campus. Increasingly the 
alcoholic party Is turning Into this 
type of party. 
A nationwide survey by the New 
York Times has shown that drugs, 
particularly marijuana, have be- 
come for many students part of 
growing up. 
While drug usage has been ex- 
panding over the past few years, 
high school and college officials 
agree the sharp increase stems 
from attention the drug subject 
has received from the mass media. 
Dr. Kenneth Kennlston, assistant 
professor of Psychology at Yale 
University School of Medicine, 
suggested to a meeting of the 
American Psychiatric Association 
that drug users "were largely 
congregated at the more selective, 
progressive and academically de- 
manding institutions." 
Despite their apparent sophisti- 
cation many "turned-on" college 
students have been startled to find 
the wide spread use of drugs by 
people of high school age. Among 
the younger pot smokers particu- 
larly, there Is a strong revulsion 
toward alcohol. 
A junior at the University of 
Massachusetts says, "When you're 
first turned-on its like the great- 
est thing in the world. Then you 
go through a period when drugs 
are pretty important and you orient 
the rest of your life around the 
time when you are high. Then you 
realize there are many other things 
you want to do so you only get 
high once In awhile." 
"The frightening thing about 
these kids Is that they'll take 
anything, anywhere," said a young 
medical student at Yale, who Is 
studying drug usage. "I used to 
think It was no different than what 
we used to do at that age,   but 
this Is really dangerous." 
The teeny hopper's ready accep- 
tance of drugs such as Methadrln 
can Induce symptoms as Psy- 
chological dependence. This can 
lead to violent behavior and Intense 
feelings of paranoia. Some say 
these feelings have hastened the 
break-up of the Halght-Ashbury 
district of San Francisco. 
A psychiatrist in West Port, 
Connetlcut, Dr. H.R. Kormos, sug- 
gested that one ounce of mari- 
juana and the act of sharing It 
In the ritualistic sense may Im- 
part a sense of belonging and 
Identity that Is more important to 
the student than the effects of 
the drug. 
The high school student that Is 
most likely to use the drug is 
the bright  student who  does not 
participate In the school and has 
family problems and feels alienat- 
ed. 
Most colleges are now Issuing 
vaguely worded warnings about 
drugs, but most have not adopted 
a set policy. 
A graduate student at Harvard, 
who remembers turning on the 
philosophy faculty at Cornell about 
the growth of the drug scene, said 
"I'm very disillusioned with 
grass. I used to believe that you 
couldn't smoke without becoming a 
better person. I know it really 
changed   my   life.      It  Is sad." 
One problem many observers 
believe Is related to drug usage 
is that the present college genera- 
tion may see little that Is exciting, 
challenging or worthwhile in 
American society. 
til recently. Now he smokes grass 
less than before and uses LSD 
Instead to achieve his "high". 
He described the effects of mar- 
ijuana as being "ripped". He said, 
"It's as if someone grabbed you 
suddenly, tore you down the mid- 
dle, grabbed your mind and threw 
It Into space as fast as It would 
rush." 
Why does he use drugs? "Be- 
cause only when I'm high Is ev- 
erything real," he said." The world 
Is beautiful and everything and 
everyone blends together," he said. 
To him, everything Is Intensified 
by using grass. "The things you 
normally like are Intensified a 
thousand times," he said. "You 
find out a lot of things you wouldn't 
usually notice. For Instance, you 
realize what you really like and 
what you thought you liked but 
actually don't," he continued. 
He said he had always heard 
that alcohol Is something that Is 
to be enjoyed. When he started 
using marijuana, he realized this 
was false, he said. "It becomes 
very obvious that alcohol has no 
meaning at all and I realize now 
that people can't see this unless 
they are stoned," he said. "Stoned" 
Is a term synonymous wlth'*hlgh". 
Student number two flunked out 
last quarter. He has been smoking 
grass since the age of 15. Like 
student number one, he began smok- 
ing grass when a friend offered 
him a "Joint", a common term 
for marijuana when It is rolled 
In cigarette paper. 
He talked about the morals of 
a person when smoking grass. Mor- 
als, he said, will not change unless 
the person smoking marijuana 
wants them to change. 
"Your morals are only more 
Intensified. You think what you want 
and realize a possible moral change 
for the better," he said. He added 
that a person's morals are re- 
leased from those Imposed by so- 
ciety and become personal morals 
rather than group morals. 
Other effects of grass, he said, 
are that the eyes become blood- 
shot and the pupils become di- 
lated. He said his throat becomes 
very dry and he usually drinks co- 
la, not alcohol, because the co- 
la's sweetness Is Intensified which 
greatly Increases his liking for 
It 
This person believes that a great 
fallacy exists as to what the av- 
erage person pictures as a person 
who uses marijuana. "The major- 
ity of people see someone with 
long hair and beads and automat- 
ically label his as a pot-smoker," 
he said, "but in the five years 
that   I have smoked grass, I have 
rarely smoked with anyone othcj 
than completely stralght-looklnt | 
well-dressed, typically ordinal | 
people, not nipples." 
The description of student nun 
ber  three  closely  coincides wll I 
the type of person number two ha | 
usually smoked with. 
Number three Is a member c I 
a University fraternity. He Is ni 
long - haired but rather well 
groomed, loud, friendly, and clothe I 
- conscious. He Is what many pec I 
pie would consider a typical colleg | 
male. 
He began smoking marijuana Fa I 
Capt. 
By JIM MARINO 
Asst. Managing Editor 
Narcotics usage, something or I 
only talked about behind closl 
doors, has today become a colll 
glate byword, according to Cal 
Robert A. Achtermann, chief l| 
vestlgator for Campus Securll 
"People used to try and till 
the fact they were on drugs.   Nil 
Health Center director cites drug 
Dr. James S. Olms, director of 
The Health Center, responded 
"definitely not," when asked If 
marijuana should be legalized. 
"The danger with marijuana is 
that it leads to the heavy stuff," 
Dr. Olms said. He explained 
that a person who has smoked 
marijuana usually wants to go on 
to higher kicks with heroine and 
cocaine. 
Marijuana Is not classified as 
a narcotic In the true definition of 
a narcotic. A narcotic is con- 
sidered to be a drug which causes 
severe withdrawal after It's use 
is discontinued. Dr. Olms said 
that marijuana Is not narcotic be- 
cause a person can smoke it and 
get off it without the negative 
consequences. 
Dr. Olms said that heroin is the 
best drug for coughs known. He 
characterized it as a "perfect" 
drug. Heroin Is a synthetic drug 
made from morphine and is now 
outlawed for use or production. 
Heroin was outlawed becouse It 
Is extremely addictive. "One 
.dose can couse addiction. It Is 
that strong," Dr. Olms said. He 
pointed out that In the 1920's all 
cough medicines contained hero- 
in*, but addiction ran so high that 
substitutes had to be used. 
"We have never been able since 
to get an equivalent drug for 
cough control," he added. 
Dr. Olms said he knows of cases 
of heroin addiction In Toledo that 
are $70 per day, seven days 
a week habits. He said that most 
male addicts turn to crime to get 
money to pay for their habit. 
Most female addicts are forced to 
become prostitutes because of the 
high cost. 
The doctor described narcotics 
as "degenerative drugs—a moral 
degeneration occurs within the 
user." He said that the most 
degenerative drug was probably 
cocaine. "A cocaine addict 
becomes Just an animal," he 
added. The after-effects can cause 
severe mental depression, as well 
as narcotic degeneracy. 
Cocaine is a strong stimulant, 
according to Dr. Olms. All of 
the user's reactions are speeded 
uo. Including thinking. Dr. Olms 
said, "A cocaine addict with a 
knife can move in on you so fast 
you are virtually defenseless." 
He said similar quickness of re- 
action is obtained through the 
drug known as "Speed." 
Dr. Olms said that the body usu- 
ally compensates by slowing down 
greatly and going Into depression. 
He added that the body has to 
balance out. "These drugs push 
the body beyond Its limits, and 
It just cannot take it," he pointed 
out. 
When asked If these stimulants 
could be used in sports, Dr. Olms 
replied that nearly every profess- 
ional team uses narcotics to speed 
up reaction time. He pointed out 
that the pros know how to handle 
these drugs so that there are no 
serious consequences. He added 
that these drugs are certainly 
not to be used by amateurs, al- 
though It may be possible that 
some amateur teams have used 
them. 
Dr. Olms characterized LSD 
as a "mental degenerative". It 
is one of the head drugs, which 
affect the mind. Dr. Olms said 
that LSD trips have a tendency 
to repeat themselves in the future 
without the person having taken 
the drug again. He compared this 
phenomenon to Dr. JeckyllandMr. 
Hyde. Dr. JeckyU had taken his 
potion long enough that Mr. Hyde 
started    to   appear   without   the 
potion. 
LSD tends to make the user very 
suicidal and he loses control over 
his mind, said Dr. Olms. Some 
users have thought they were birds 
and have tried to fly out of wlrl 
dows. There are also cases oil 
murder having been commute! 
under the influence of LSD Drl 
Olms also pointed out that the! 
are "quite a number of LSD user! 
In New York's Bellevue Hospita, 
who are Incurable psychollca] 
Many of these have only taken on! 
trip." 
Dr. Olms commented that the usJ 
of LSD Is not new. The chief! 
of many American Indian tribe] 
used it to prophecy the happening! 
in the year to come. It was par! 
of a ritual which took place eacf 
year. The Indians used only limited 
quantities very Infrequently. Thej 
thought that the hallucinations froril 
LSD were indications of the for-T 
tune of the  tribe  In the future] 
There  has been  some  limited 
experimental use of LSD according 
to Dr. Olms.    It has been used ir[ 
attempts   to cure  schizophrenics] 
and  has worked  In some cases! 
"Apparently, they have abandoned] 
this  now,"  Dr. Olms  said.    He 
described   these experiments as 
reverses of LSD's usual effects.! 
A normal person on an LSD trip 
usually experiences parts of schl-l 
zophrenla, but In some Instances I 
the schizophrenic on an LSD trin 
was rehibllltated. 
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cers tell why they Hum on 
quarter. Today, he also uses LSD 
Instead of exclusively using grass. 
He said he tried It because he had 
heard so much about It, he wanted 
to see what everyone was talking 
about. 
He agreed with student number 
t two In that morals do not change 
unless the person wants them to. 
"When you are high, you are what 
you want to be, what you wanted 
to be all along but maybe were 
afraid to be," he said. 
"Sometimes It shocks you to 
see what you really are," he con- 
tinued. 
Student number four is a fresh- 
man coed. She compared grass to 
alcohol. "Grass Is simply a high 
like alcohol which Is calm, fun, 
and beautiful. Alcohol, on the other 
hand, makes people loud, boister- 
ous, and violent. In the majority 
of cases, grass makes people 
peaceful, congenial, and non-vio- 
lent," she said. 
She believes that anyone who 
"makes laws to make grass Il- 
legal" should be required to smoke 
It at least three times before they 
Initiate such legislation. "How can 
thev say something is wrong when 
they have never experienced Iff" 
she added. 
Student number five, much the 
same as the other students, be- 
gan smoking marijuana because 
"everybody else was," as he put 
It. He said he tried It because he 
thought it might be a new exper- 
ience. 
He said he does it strictly be- 
cause he likes It. He said that 
too many people use drugs as a 
means of escape. He said he con- 
demns this sort of thing. To him 
the use of grass is an avenue to- 
wards new experiences. 
Student number six Is also a coed. 
She criticizes the fact that mari- 
juana is Illegal. "If you know what 
the drug Is, and what kind of ef- 
fects It has, then it should be up 
to the Individual to decide whether 
he wants to use It or not." she 
said. 
"If you get pleasure out of It 
then you  should have every right 
to use It," she continued. As stu- 
dent   number   four   believes,   the 
persons who are responsible for the 
strict narcotic laws are the ones 
who know  the  least about mari- 
juana,"   she said,"and they have 
little reason for their judgments." 
These  six   students apparently 
believe   that   marijuana Is safe. 
Spencer T. Calcamugglo, Univer- 
sity police chief thinks differently. 
"Although  not habit-forming in 
itself,  people fall  to realize how 
dangerous   marijuana really is," 
Calcamugglo said. Medical reports 
Indicate that this drug may be harm- 
ful, he said. Research is beginning 
to detect possible brain damage In 
persons who use marijuana exten- 
sively," he continued. 
"Playing with marijuana is as 
safe as diving off the high level 
in Toledo Just because someone 
else Hit it successfully and had a 
good tlm>i doing it," Calcamugglo 
said. 
The police chief realizes mari- 
juana exists at Rowling Green al- 
though he said he could not place 
a figure on the exact extent of 
Its presence. 
Students number one and two, 
however, did make estimates. Stu- 
dent number one said tha* from 
what he has seen and heard, he 
would estimate that at least 50 
per cent of the students at Rowl- 
ing Green have tried grass at least 
once. 
Student number two was more 
conservative In his estimates. He 
said only about 30 per cent of the 
student body have sampled the drug. 
The number of arrests for the 
posslsslon of marijuana and the 
number of rumors indicating the 
presence of grass indicate that the 
use of it at the University is In- 
creasing, Calcamugglo said. 
Fifteen University students have 
been arrested on narcotics charges 
here in the last five years, he said, 
including six for possession of 
marijuana last month. 
The medical reactions to mari- 
juana, as Calcamugglo pointed out, 
are not completely known at the 
present time. This is also true of 
psychological reactions as well. 
Dr. J.P. Scott of the Universi- 
ty's psychology department has ex- 
perimented with theeffectsof drugs 
on mice. He pointed out that al- 
though little is known about the psy- 
chological effects of marijuana, It 
appears the effects do vary a great 
deal among Individuals. 
lie said experiments indicate that 
some mice, as might some hu- 
mans, react violently to marijuana 
much the same as some react 
violently to an excess of alcohol. 
Whether It Is harmful or help- 
ful remains to be seen. Presently 
it Is illegal and the persons who 
use It, sell It, or associate with 
a person under Its influence is 
taking a great risk of receiving 
a stiff fine and possible jail sen- 
tence. 
One person who smoked grass be- 
fore has stopped now because of 
the strict Ohio laws concerning 
marijuana. Me said, "Even if you 
think grass Is beautiful, you had 
better think twice before smoking 
it." 
"I did think about it and at least 
I'm sure I won't gel busted (ar- 
rested) for using grass," he said. 
"I might get busted for something 
else, but It sure won't be for pot," 
he concluded. 
jsays narcotics users are 'suckers' 
most of 'em come right out and ad- 
mit it when you confront them, 
but they add, 'you gotta catch me 
with the stuff first' and 
they are right," the captain said 
HG's campus, like many others, 
is considered an excellent breed- 
ing ground for drug abuse, and It 
Is the Job cf men like Capt. Ach- 
angers 
Dr. Olms said that since he be- 
came director of the Health Center 
last July, he has not been confront- 
ed with any casesof drug addiction. 
He said also that he does not know 
of any cases confronted by his 
staff members. He added that there 
are narcotics at the Health Center, 
but they are rarely used, except 
In cases of extreme pain. 
In some other comments on 
marijuana, Dr. Olms said that re- 
actions to It vary greatly. Some 
people have violent reactions and 
loss all control. Others become 
hilarious or very mean. Like nar- 
cotics and LSD, people have 
committed murder under mari- 
juana's Influence. 
Marijuana was called "assassin 
weed" in the Middle East, where it 
originally cams from. It gave a 
person assigned to assassinate 
someone tremendous courage. It 
acted as a stimulant to the assas- 
sin. 
Dr. Olms said that northern 
marijuana Is very weak. He added 
that the strongest marijuana in 
the United States Is Imported from 
Mexico. "The stronger the mar- 
ijuana, the higher the user gets., 
that's why kicks from northern 
marijuana are relatively mild," 
he added. 
termann to stop the user and the 
pusher before they go on to commit 
even more serious crimes. 
"Rowling Green is no Derkely," 
said Capt. Achtermann, "but we've 
got our share of users." He set 
the number at about 130 students 
and faculty members here, and said 
that to take into account those who 
have tried drugs at least once in 
their lives would more than dou- 
ble that figure. 
"I don't care who you are, If 
you use narcotics for kicks, you're 
Just a sucker,** he said. "Users 
don't stop to consider that their 
supplier, the big racketeer who is 
pushing this stuff, is too smart 
ever to try dope himself. He's 
always got enough flunkees beneath 
him to make his money for him." 
"That's the guy I want," Capt. 
Achtermann said. "He's the one 
who makes his living off other peo- 
ple's sufferings. They're hard 
guys to nail, and we've got some 
here, but they'll slip up sooner 
or later, and the police will be 
there." 
The captain said his biggest 
problem with narcotics investi- 
gations at HGSU Is getting people 
to volunteer information on drug 
abuse. 
"It all stems back to this 'new 
morality' business, and people who 
think using drugs Is okay. My 
department finds it difficult to In- 
vestigate a narcotics complaint 
unless we've got an Inside man, 
an Informant, who can set things 
up for us. He's got to let us 
know the layout, then we can bust 
the place," Capt. Achtermann said. 
"If we can't catch the user with 
possession, or In the act of using 
drugs, our court case Is pretty 
darn weak," he said. "So much 
depends on cooperation, and we're 
just not getting enough to be able 
to stamp out the problem of drugs 
on campus." 
The  collegiate user here, ac- 
cording to the captain, often times 
makes contact with his supplier 
openly,   during class changes or 
a coffee break at the Union. "Pot 
parties,"  and the like,   are  held 
primarily    in off - campus apart- 
ments,    although   the  captain   re- 
membered   several  Instances    of 
drug usage in University dormi- 
tories in past years. 
"This department is presently 
In the process of conducting pro- 
grams to educate the head resi- 
dents, or the fraternity or soror- 
ity presidents to be on the look- 
out for drug usage In their areas. 
Students who seem to have money 
but are never seen to spend it 
openly, consistent drowsiness In 
a person, recurring illness, fre- 
quent out-of-state trips, are all 
clues to the experienced investi- 
gator  that  someone  might be on 
drugs,"   said Capt.  Achtermann. 
"I don't like to stereotype peo- 
ple," he said. "Hut experience has 
shown me that the typical drug user 
on the college campus belongs to a 
hippie-type culture. 
"A kid with a lot of hang-ups, 
under pressure from studies, or 
home,   tries to take this stuff to 
escape.      Many  times he  relies 
on It too frequently, and he's hooked. 
The habitual  addict,   I feel,   Is a 
little   deranged;   he's got  a  real 
psychosis,   and should be treated 
for it quickly," he said. 
Capt. Achtermann, a graduate 
of two federal schools in narcotics 
investigation and education, has 
spoken to students all over campus 
about the seriousness of the drug 
problem. "I like to have a ques- 
tion-answer period at the end of my 
talks, and some students really 
pounce on me with challenges." 
he said. 
"I'm constantly asked to cite 
legal proofs and medical Infor- 
mation to back up me statements. 
Some of the things I'm asked 
border on plain harassment 
though," said the captain. 
One query often made by stu- 
dents here, (apt. Achtermann said, 
deals with the effects on the human 
body caused by smoking marijuana. 
"Kids try to tell me It's not 
habit-forming, and as much as I 
hate to disagree, they're wrong," 
he said. "The drug may not 
be addictive by Itself, but most 
hard users started on marijuana, 
and became 'voluntarily addicted' 
to it, like a physical crutch. It's 
the same thing," he said. 
"Drugs are used by people who 
seem to be trying to withdraw," 
said the captain. "A constant 
use of drugs often makes the user 
draw back even further Into his 
private little world, and pretty 
soon,   he may be beyond help. 
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From behind the scenes 
The anatomy of a drug raid 
(Editor's note: News staffer Jim 
Marino accompanied police on the 
raid of a Mentor, O., home last 
summer being used as a marijuana 
den by local teenagers. He shot 
the pictures which accompany this 
story, and explains here what he 
witnessed.) 
By JIM MARINO 
Asst. Managing Editor 
It was late last summer In Men- 
tor,   O.,   about mid-afternoon on 
some   non-descrlpt back  road of 
the   city   when   four   carloads of 
"PUT YOUR HANDS UP" A Sheriff's captain order* a narcotics 
user suspect to "stretch" up against a pick-up truck outside a 
Mentor, 0., home last summer. 
sheriff's deputies and city police 
threw open their car doors and as- 
saulted a small, wooden framed 
home — a marijuana den, they 
called It. 
I remember thinking at the time 
the whole raid appeared terribly 
over-organized. 
Detectives had sketched the floor 
plan, and assigned a man to cover 
every drain, toilet, door, window 
and crawl space there within 20 
seconds after they left their crui- 
sers. 
The prize? Eight seml-hipples, 
and several foils of "grass." 
All were led from the house, 
their hands In the air, and their 
lives unerasably marred by the 
criminal records they were to re- 
ceive. 
A 16-year-old girl, still under 
the effects of marijuana, swooned 
and fell to her knees while being 
handcuffed outside. As a detective 
tried to help her to her feet, he 
was bitten by the girl's compan- 
ion,   a German Shepard watchdog. 
Another 16-year-old girl was 
brought out of the house dresse< 
only In her nightgown. Her shirt 
less, shoeless boyfriend followed. 
He was 21, the leader of a local 
motorcycle gang. 
All stood with their heads bowed, 
not saying a thing, as they were 
advised of their rights and had 
their pictures taken by members 
of the sheriff's crime lab. 
While this happened, other nar- 
cotics experts were carefully 
searching every Inch of the house 
and yard looking for dope. Nothing 
was left untouched. 
Cereal boxes and coffee cans 
from the kitchen cabinets were 
poured on a washboard and sifted 
for narcotics. Cracks In the living 
room wall were probed. Pillows 
were opened. Outside, garbage cans 
were emptied and where It looked 
as though freshly turned earth had 
I£jij9 Imitrnutii fc^SPpsf^ 
for 
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look of spring help 
you do your thing. 
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been spaded, police dug with shov- 
els. 
After an hour's search, police 
finally discovered what they sought. 
Behind the molding above a stor- 
age room door were several tin 
foil wrappers of what later was 
analyzed and found to be mari- 
juana. Another cache was found in 
a dresser drawer In one of the 
bedrooms. 
Yet, what happened to these eight 
thrill -seekers was as dramatic 
as the raid Itself. 
The two 16-year-olds were 
placed on probation for posses- 
sion of narcotics. The others were 
charged with possession and sen- 
tenced to terms from one to seven 
years In either the Mansfield Re- 
formatory or the Ohio Penitentiary, 
depending on their ages. 
The county prosecutor asked for' 
the maximum sentence for these 
violators, and the court responded 
favorably to his case. The evi- 
dence was overwhelming. 
A unique account? Not really. 
In Lake County, for Instance, ep- 
isodes like this are fairly fre- 
quent — perhaps as often as once 
a month. In larger cities such raids 
are even more common. 
The results of the sentenclngs 
run about the same, too. As long 
as the penalties for using mari- 
juana remain what they are — 
undistinguished from what others 
call the "harder" drugs — those 
convicted of using It face simi- 
lar consequences. 
"THIS IS A RAID"-The captain warned this suspect of his rights 
during the "frisking," and told him anything found on him could 
be used in court as evidence against him on a narcotics charge. 
(Photos by Jim Marino) 
NOW THROUGH TUESDAY 
APRIL   8 Cla-zel 
Eve. at 7:15 - Sat. & Sun. Mat. at 2:20, 4:40 
THE GREATEST ADVENTURE OF THEM ALL! - 
WALT DISNEYS 
CLOCK 
PANCAKE HOUSE 
* CHAR-BROILED STEAKS I CHOPS 
* FULL COURSE FAMILY DINNERS 
* BREAKFAST IN ANY COMBINATION 
A VARIETY OF PANCAKES I WAFFLES 
OPEN SUNDAY: 
BRING YOUR PARENTS 
412 EAST W00STER PHONE 352-6332 
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Ohio's major drug laws 
(Editor's note: The following is 
a summary of Ohio's drug regu- 
lations and penalties taken from 
Baldwin's Ohio Revised Code; all 
laws from Jan. 1, 1968.) 
3719.01 DEFINITIONS 
(K) "Cannabis" (marijuana) in- 
cludes all parts of the plant can- 
nabis sativa L., whether growing 
or not; the seeds thereof; the resin 
extracted from any part of such 
plant; and every compound, manu- 
facture, salt, derivative, mixture, 
or preparation of such plant, its 
seeds or resin..." 
(L) "Narcotic drugs" means co- 
coa leaves, opium, isonipecalne, 
amldone, lsoamldone, keto-beml- 
done, cannabis, and every substance 
not chemically distinguishable from 
them to which the federal laws 
pertaining to narcotic drugs may 
apply. 
3719.02 MANUFACTURE 
No person shall cultivate, or by 
any other process produce or man- 
ufacture...any opium, cocoa leaves, 
cannabis, marijuana, or any other 
narcotic drug without first ob- 
taining a license as a manufacturer 
of narcotic drugs from the state 
board of pharmacy. 
"State law determines the valid- 
ity of arrest without warrant, and 
the knowledge of officers was suf- 
ficient to warrant arrest of the de- 
fendant in the belief that he was 
guilty of a felony in the unlawful 
possession of narcotic drugs under 
37.02.   United States vs. Pierce." 
VIOLATION OF 3719.02 
".. fined not more than $10,000, 
and imprisoned not less than two 
nor more than five years for a 
first offense..." 
3719.09 POSSESSION 
No person except a manufacturer, 
wholesaler, practitioner, pharma- 
cist, owner of a pharmacy, or other 
person authorized to administer or 
dispense narcotic drugs...shall 
have in his possession or under 
his control any narcotic drug or 
narcotic drug preparation unless 
such drug is exempted by law. 
Possession by a non-exempted per- 
son of a non- exempted drug is 
"presumptive evidence of Intent to 
violate the provisions of this sec- 
tion." 
VIOLATION OF 3719.09 
"...fined not more than $10,000, 
and imprisoned not less than two 
or not more than fifteen years for 
a first offense..." 
3719.10 NUISANCE 
"Any  store,   shop,    warehouse. 
Council work 
Anyone interested in propos- 
ing changes to the Student 
Council reapportlonmentplan 
as it now stands should con- 
tact Frank Plttman on Monday 
between 10 and 12 a.m. or be- 
tween 3 and 5 p.m. at the 
Student ActivitlesOfflceslnthe 
Student Services Building. 
dwelling house, building, vehicle, 
boat, aircraft, or any place what- 
ever which is resorted to narcotic 
drugs for the purpose of using nar- 
cotic drugs or which is used for 
the illegal keeping or selling of the 
same shall be a common nuisance." 
VIOLATION OF 3719.10 
"...fined not more than $500 or 
imprisoned not less than one nor 
more than five years for a first 
offense..." 
3719.172 INSTRUMENTS 
No person, except a manufacturer 
or wholesaler, or retail dealer in 
surgical Instruments, owner of a 
pharmacy, pharmlclst, practition- 
er, nurse, or other person auth- 
orised to administer narcotic 
drugs, shall possess a hypodermic 
syringe or needle or any instru- 
ment or Implement adopted for the 
use of habit - forming drugs by 
the subcaeaneous injection for the 
purpose of administering habit - 
forming drugs, unless such pos- 
session Is authorized by the certi- 
ficate of a physician..." 
VIOLATION OF 3719.172 
"...fined not more than $500 or 
Imprisoned not less than one nor 
more than five years for a first 
offense..." 
3719.20 PROHIBITIONS 
"No person shall: 
(C) Induce or attempt to Induce 
another person to unlawfully use 
or   administer   a   narcotic   drug; 
(D) Unlawfully dispense or ad- 
minister a narcotic drug to a min- 
or; 
(K) Have carnal knowledge of 
another person knowing that such 
other person is under the influ- 
ence of a narcotic drug." 
VIOLATION OF 3719.20 
(C) "...shall be Imprisoned not 
less than ten nor more than twen- 
ty - five years   for the first of- 
EARLS 
COME IN AND SEE 
OUR 
TYPEWRITERS AND 
ADDING 
MACHINES 
SALES-SERVICEIRENTALS 
WAWR 
FM 
in 
Bowling Green 
WILL CARRY ALL 
BASEBALL GAMES 
HOME & AWAY 
TUNE IN FOR WEEKDAYS GAMES 
AT 3:30. 
SATURDAY GAMES AT 2.40 PM. 
fense..." 
(D) "... shall be imprisoned not 
less than thirty years, with a max- 
imum sentence of life imprison- 
ment..." 
(K) "...fined not more than 
$10,000 and imprisoned not less 
than two nor more than fifteen 
years for a first offense..." 
3719.40 DEFINITIONS 
"...'hallucinogen' means d-ly- 
serglc acid dlethylamlde, com- 
monly known as l.SD, N-N-dlmeth- 
yltryptamlne, commonly known as 
DMT, psilocybln, mescallne, pey- 
ote, bufotenln, epena, parlcaayahu- 
asca yage, caapi, amanlta mus- 
carla, and any other compound, 
mixture, preparation, or substance 
which produces halluclnatlonsor il- 
lusions   when Introduced   into the 
b0dy
'3719.41 PURCHASE, 
USE AND POSSESSION 
"No person shall, with intent 
to produce hallucinations or illu- 
sions, purchase, use, possess, or 
have under his control an hallu- 
cinogen." 
VIOLATION OF 3719.41 
"... shall be fined not more than 
$1000 or imprisoned not more than 
one year, or both, for a first 
offense..." 
3719.42 MANUFACTURE, 
SALE. DISPENSING 
"No person shall, for the pur- 
pose of producing hallucinations, 
or illusions, or knowing an hallu- 
cinogen will be used for such pur- 
pose, manufacture, produce, cul- 
tivate, grow, prepare, sell, offer 
for sale, barter, give away, or dis- 
pense an hallucinogen, or know- 
ingly permit the same to be done 
on land, owned, occupied, or con- 
trolled by him, without first ob- 
taining a license as a manufac- 
turer of hallucinogens..." 
VIOLATION OF 3719.42 
"...shall be fined not more than 
$10,000 and Imprisoned not less 
than two nor more than fifteen 
years for a first offense..." 
3719.44 PROHIBITIONS 
(C) "No person shall Induce or 
attempt to Induce another person 
to unlawfully use or administer any 
hallucinogen; or employ, induce, or 
use a minor to unlawfully transport, 
carry, dispense, produce, or manu- 
facutre an hallucinogen..." 
(E) "No person shall unlawfully 
dispense or administer any hallu- 
cinogen to a minor." 
VIOLATION OF 3719.44 
(C) "...shall be imprisoned not 
less than ten nor more than twen- 
ty-five     years    for the first of 
fense..." 
(E) "...shall be imprisoned not 
less than thirty years, with a max- 
im mi sentence of life Imprison- 
ment." 
3719.46 NUISANCE 
"Any store, shop, warehouse, 
dwelling house, building, vehicle, 
boat, aircraft, or any place what- 
ever which is resorted to by users 
of hallucinogens for the purpose 
of using hallucinogens or which 
is used for the illegal keeping or 
selling of the same is a common 
nuisance. No person shall maintain 
such a common nuisance." 
VIOLATION OF 3719.46 
"...shall be fined not more than 
$500 or imprisoned not less than 
one nor more than five years for 
a first offense..." 
.3719.47 PROHIBITED USE 
OF A BUILDING OR VEHICLE 
"No person shall knowingly per- 
mit the use of any store, shop, 
warehouse, dwelling house, vehicle, 
boat, aircraft, or any other place 
whatever owned or controlled by 
him for the Illegal keeping, dis- 
pensing, or administering oh hall- 
ucinogens." 
VIOLATION OF 3719.47 
"...shall be fined not more than 
$10,000 and imprisoned not less 
than two nor more than fifteen 
years for a first offense..." 
■ 
If you are arrested 
(Editor's Note: This copy of an Individual's rights is given 
out to those arrested by police officers.) 
1. You have the right to refuse to make a statement or to an- 
swer questions. 
2. Anything you do say can be used against you in a court of law. 
3. You have the right to the presence of your lawyer during the 
questioning. 
4. We have no way of giving you a lawyer, but one will be ap- 
pointed for you if you wish, if and when you go to court. 
5. Unless you are willing to give up these above rights no 
statement of yours can be accepted and no questions will be 
asked of you. 
6. The above rights stay with you and may be claimed now or 
anytime during the questioning. 
7. Do   you   understand   these  rights I have explained to you? 
8. Having  these  rights in mind do you wish to talk to us now? 
"AMONG THE GREAT MOVIES 
OF ALL TIME, REGARDLESS 
OF SUBJECT!" — Life Magazine 
"The impact is of 
such magnitude that 
It raises Pasolini's 
movie Into the realm 
off greatness!" 
—Preibytenan Lite 
AWARDED 6RAND PRIZE 
INTERNATIONAL CATHOLIC 
FILM OFFICE. 
"A crescendo off 
excitement and 
Involvement! 
I recommend it!" 
—Crowfher. N Y. Times 
"Direct, provocative 
and eloquentv 
noble and touching... 
the film is as violent 
as history itself!" 
—Time Mtguint 
WALTER READE STERLING 
pRHlMl 
theqospeLaocoROinij 
to st, Matthew* 
.ON-nNKJTlAM 
UCF Good Friday Service Part II 
1:00 pm MAIN AUDITORIUM 
Tickets 75* at Union or door 
ALSO SHOWING TONIGHT AT 7 & 9:30 PM   105 HANNA 
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Sports headlines Rugby club eyes third win 
Clendenon controversy over 
NEW YORK (AP) - While the New York Knlcks revel over their 
surprising four-game sweep of the Baltimore Bullets, the six other 
teams still Involved In the National Basketball Association playoffs 
will see action Friday night. 
The Boston Celtics will try to wrap up their Eastern Division 
series with Philadelphia on the 76ers' court. The Celts lead 3-1 
In games and if they win, the first game of the Divisional final with 
the Knlcks will be played In New York Sunday afternoon, 
In the other best-of-seven series, San Francisco will be at Los 
Angeles and Atlanta at San Diego. The Warrlers and Lakers are 
deadlocked 2-2 while the Hawks lead the Rockets, 2-1. 
NBA teams in action tonight 
HOUSTON, Tex. (AP) - The Houston Astros concluded the Donn 
Clendenon controversy Thursday by accepting two young pitchers and 
an undisclosed amount of cash from the Montreal Expos. 
Roy Hofhelnz, owner of the Astros, then said he Is dropping a 
federal   suit   for   a minimum $10,000 In damages from the Expos. 
Houston obtained John Bllllngham, Montreal's No. 2 or 3 start- 
ing pitcher, and Skip Gulnn, 24, a left-handed reliever the Expos 
obtained from Atlanta In the National League expansion draft. Blll- 
lngham was a right-hand relief pitcher last year with Los Angeles. 
The controversy, dated back to a Jan. 22 trade In which Houston 
sent outfielder Rusty Staub to Montreal In a straight deal for first 
baseman Clendenon and outfielder Jesus Alou. 
Clendenon decided to retire from baseball. 
Houston claimed the retirement nullified the deal. Staub and Clen- 
denon were assigned to Montreal and Alou to Houston and the two 
clubs were  told to work out satisfactory compensation for Houston. 
No TV, track at Providence 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - When television watching In dormitory 
rooms was ruled out, the 12 members of Providence College's track 
team decided track was out this spring. 
The resulting dispute between the trackmen and Coach Ray Han- 
lon has left the college without a team to meet the spring schedule. 
"We've been running since high school, and we love to run," said 
Ray Labonte of Beverly, Mass., one of four team members Involved. 
"But we think we're mature enough to know that staying up late 
would hurt our performances," Labonte said, "We don't have any 
scholastic problems so It Isn't hurting our studies." 
He and his three roommates were suspended from the team when 
they refused to give up their television set. Other track team mem- 
bers resigned In sympathy. 
Falcon golfers to see first action 
although missing practice sessions 
The 1969 golf season will get into 
full swing this weekend for the 
Falcon llnksters as they open Sat- 
urday at Miami then travel toOhlo 
University for a match on Monday. 
At Miami the Falcons will en- 
counter Indiana University, Miami, 
and Kent State. Kent State, last 
year's MAC champions, areagood 
bet to repeat due to the return of 
some lettermen and the presence 
of some excellent golfers from last 
year's freshman team. Miami will 
have one of their^sTrengest teams 
In years, the result of a sharp 
group of young golfers. 
Last season Howling Green won 
two of three matches with Miami 
and   split   two   with   Kent State. 
On Monday the local swingers 
will test the strength of a peren- 
lally tough Ohio University team in 
Athens, along with Denlson and 
Marietta. 
Last season the Falcons played 
two matches with Ohio U., winning 
one and losing one. 
Coach Forrest C reason com- 
mented that "Ohio University Is al- 
ways tough while Kent State and 
Miami look like the teams to 
beat for the MAC title." He added 
that   non-conference   foe   Indiana 
"usually has a good team." 
Although he admits that the Fal- 
cons have a difficult weekend 
schedule facing them, Creason 
thinks that, "If the sophomores 
come through for us we'll do all 
right." 
After picking up a pair of wins 
in their first starts, the Falcons 
rugby club will travel to Columbus 
for a game with Ohio State at 
2 p.m. This will be a Saturday 
encounter for the ruggers now 
2-0. 
The Faloons are only in their 
second organized year and picked 
up a surprising win over a highly 
rated Cleveland Club last week. 
The enthuslam being shown for the 
new sport Is also surprising. 
About 45 candidates reported for 
practice requiring efforts to pos- 
sibly schedule two games with each 
team on the ledger. 
The ruggers who see action both 
in the spring and fall ran through 
a modified schedule of three games 
against some of the same oppo- 
nents   they'll   meet   this  spring. 
Captains for the sport are Jerry 
Nlcolosl and Tim Fox who also 
share administrative duties as 
Intramural notes 
Entries for slow-pitch softball 
are now available from fraternity 
and residence hall athletic chair- 
men. Fraternity leagues will play 
on Wednesday at 4:15 and 6 p.m. 
Independent leagues will be sched- 
uled on Monday, Tuesday and 
Thursday at 4:15 and 6 p.m. En- 
tires are due April 9 and play be- 
gins April 16. 
The Large Fellas of Bromfleld 
Hall emerged as the All-Campus 
Champion following nine weeks of 
league play in which 130 teamspar- 
tlclpated. 
In the All-Campus championship 
game the Fellas overcame a 13 
point half time deficit to edge Sigma 
Chi 55-52. 
Earlier in the tournament action 
the Slgs downed Alpha Phi Alpha 
for the fraternity championship 47- 
42 while the Large Fellas needed 
a 60-57 win over the Rabble to 
win the Independent title. Rabble 
defeated the Daddlers 64-38 to win 
the off-campus title. 
The individual scoring race was 
ony by Schleleln with 150 points. 
Right behind him were Watro with 
146 and Llvas with 139. 
The Flyers of Rodgers upset 
the defending champions the Why 
Nots 8-4 to take the All-Campus 
curling title. Members were Dale 
Holt, Don Griffin, Bob Hagelvodt 
and Greg Irons. 
For a truly distinctive college ring . . . 
select your class ring from 
n oers 
JEWELRY STORE 
125 N MAIN 
PH. 353-6691 
CHOOSE 12 STONE COLORS, SELECT YEAR AND 
DEGREE AND LEAVE THE REST TO OUR CRAFTSMEN 
INITIALS KNGRAVKD FRKE 
heads of the club. Dan Donnelly 
is the club secretary. Nicolosi 
and Fox are the only Falcons to 
have played the sport before the 
former at Ohio State and Fox 
at the Air Force Academy. 
The team has been practicing 
since mid-January but it wasn't 
until the break that they gathered 
the full squad together. The fun- 
damentals of the game are being 
taught by the captains, while most 
of the time is spent in inter- 
squad scrimmages. 
"We should do well," said Fox, 
<<lf we can eliminate some of our 
blunders. We'll be able to com- 
pete with anybody, we did last 
fall with the possible exception 
of Cleveland." 
"Most of the guys are athletes 
who could compete on University 
sports teams but don't for differ- 
ent reasons." 
Besides the captains, other 
players back from the fall squad 
include Joe Lomls, Mike Margo, 
Butch Falk, Dale Bungard, Bill 
O'Malley, Tim Lowry, Mike Stark, 
Al Bohl, Jim Korenowsky, Rick 
Snyder, Pete Eby, Buzz Enzel, 
Rich Greenhart, Jack Albanese, 
and Jim Gerdlng. 
The games are played In two 
45 minute halves that are almost 
contlnous play. Rugby teams use 
15 players and there are no re- 
placements - even if injuries oc- 
cur. 
There are eight forward and 
seven backs to compose each team, 
and the game Is played with ball 
resembling a flattened football. 
The game is played without hel- 
mets or pads, yet it Is very much 
a contact sport. 
The action is fast like hockey 
and is continuous like soccer. 
The ball is advanced the length 
of the field by running with It, 
and kicking It. There is no block- 
ing for a runner who releases the 
ball upon being tackled. When 
moving up field a runner can later 
al the ball back to a team-n ate 
before being tackled, but the ball 
can never be passed forward. 
The score remains amazingly 
low because with 15 players rang- 
ing over the field they are plenty 
potential tacklers. The game Is 
played on a football type field with 
goal posts. Carrying the ballover 
the line and touching it to the 
ground Is good for three points 
and is called a "try". The extra 
point kick is worth two points. 
A drop kick or place kick is worth 
three points. 
Doubleheader today, 
CSU pair Saturday 
The baseball game with Ball 
State scheduled for Thursday was 
postponed because of poor field 
conditions. The game has been 
re-scheduled as part of a double 
header to begin at 1:30 this after- 
noon. 
When games are scheduled at 
home the flag will be flown starting 
around 1 p.m. to signify that the 
game Is on. If the flag is not 
flown the game has been postponed. 
This policy will be In affect for 
weekday and weekend games. 
Bowling Green's baseball squad 
meets Cleveland State tomorrow 
afternoon In a single contest be- 
ginning at 2:00. 
Probable starter for the Fal- 
cons will be either junior right- 
hander  Terry  Bork or  6-4 lefty 
Jim Lelnlnger. 
Regular second baseman John 
Knox sustained a pulled hamstring 
muscle during the spring trip and 
If he's unable to go against Cleve- 
land, a replacement will come from 
the trio of Greg Wylle, Greg Plant 
or Mike Harris. 
Bowling Green downed Cleve- 
land State In last year's meeting 
but little Is known about the pre- 
sent squad so Coach Young's nine 
is up In the air as to what kind 
of game to expect. 
Besides the starting pitcher and 
the replacement for the Injured 
Knox, other starters will be Eric 
Zlnsmelster, catcher; Jim Barry, 
1st; Mel Karnehm, shortstop; Bob 
Hill, 3rd; Greg Miller, leftfleld; 
Jim McKenzle, centerfleld; and 
Russ Hagerty, rlghtfield. 
Phi Kappa Tau 
WISHES ALL FELLOW GREEKS 
AND 
FELLOW STUDENTS 
The Best of Luck Spring Quarter 
Get High for 
Spring Events 
WOUUD YOU BELIEVE 
A FREUDIAN FROG 
;\ psychedelic puddlc- 
lumpcr? 
WELL HE'S HERE- 
Wild colors swirl over 
his skin 
Also home of the orig- 
inal GREAT GEORGE 
Don't miss them 
at the 
KRIQKSHAW 
GIFT 
SHOP 
139 Wooster Ph. 353-6691 
IS THIS YOU 
I r\lw\ \Jr rvJOEL/ to the Viet Nam War (and any such war that is not 
based upon defense of our country). Please send me application to 
the Ministry of your church, as well as Information as to its be- 
liefs and membership throughout the world. 
Id lw\ I understanding that if I am accepted to the ministry of 
your church, I cannot conscientiously participate in any military 
Involvement not directly concerned with the defense of our coun- 
try or Its possessions. I furter understand that training will not 
Interfere with my normal work or academic schedule,—and I can 
choose my own location of service to God and humanity. 
Enclosed  is $1.00 to cover clerical expenses and cost of mailing. 
NAME   _ 
ADDRESS 
CITY — , STATE 
Mall entire ad to:    Church of the Humanitarian God; P.O. Box 13236; 
St. Petersburg, Florida 33733. 
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Stickers look solid 
on defensive unit 
By GARY DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
(Editor's note-Thls Is the final 
In a three part series on the 
lacrosse team.) 
For their first four games last 
season, the defensive unit on the 
lacrosse team was a little too 
generous. Fine potential, but no 
solidifying force. John Feasel 
Joined the unit after a 16-7 defeat 
to Denlson and spearheaded a stingy 
effort throughout the remaining 
seven games. 
John switched from the mldfield 
after scoring 10 goals In those four 
games, but he proved invaluable 
in generating the defensive mo- 
mentum. He gathered in All-Mid- 
west honors but he was lost via 
graduation. 
The confidence, experience, and 
Improvement gained in the second 
half of the season on defense should 
be reflected In senior stickers 
Bob   Bartels   and  Pete O'DoneU. 
Both were on the defensive unit 
that limited seven opponents to an 
average of 6.8 goals. This In- 
cluded a superb defensive and offen- 
sive showing against Ohio State 
in a close 7-6 win. 
Bartels and O'Donnell are Joined 
by Junior Jim Newclty on the first 
defensive unit and already they have 
Jumped off to a strong start against 
Hobart, Loyola and Wednesday a- 
galnst the University of Michigan 
in a 16-1 rout. 
The Falcons limited a strong 
Loyola of Baltimore stick squad 
to a scant five goals and spread 
three foals through the first three 
periods against Hobart before tur- 
ning to the reserves in the final 
quarter. 
Up in Ann Arbor the Falcons 
blanked the Wolverines for the 
first three quarters, before sur- 
rendering a goal after seven min- 
utes had elapsed. They were 
helped somewhat by the struggling 
Michigan attack and mldfield units. 
Bowling Green united behind Bill 
Burch in the first two contests 
who made 21 and 27 stops, but It 
was another new face in the goal 
Wednesday. 
Sam Glarrusso made his first 
appearance and turned back 14 
shots making numerous fine stops. 
Sam last played goal In high school 
but was recruited recently In the 
absence of Burch. 
Greg Reid and Cralg Buksar 
also saw defensive action In the 
first three contests and they also 
did an adequate job according to 
coach Mickey Cochrane. 
"The whole five did the Job," 
he said,"Held  and Buksar played 
Lacrosse team to 
break lor a week 
Three victories, aperfectrec- 
ord, and now a week's break. 
The Falcons lacrosse team will 
break until next Saturday when they 
travel to Wittenberg for a clash. 
The Falcons crushed the University 
of Michigan for the second straight 
year, Wednesday 16-1. Bowling 
Green approached several of the 
records that they set against the 
Wolverines last year, but the mud- 
dy conditions of the field slowed 
them enough to fall short. 
It didn't stop the Falcons from 
outshootlng the somewhat confused 
and outclassed Wolverines 53-21. 
The Falcons also ran up a con- 
vincing margin of 80-49 on ground 
ball. Scooping was difficult in the 
mud but Pete Farrell led all 
stickers with 13 pickups. Terry 
Smith (attack) had 10 and mid- 
fielder Chuck Winters, another 10. 
Farrell upped his season total 
to seven In three games with a four 
goal performance and added two 
assists. Chuck Winters continued 
to lead the second mldfield with 
two more goals and an assist. 
Rick Lelberfarb and Art Halperln 
Joined the scoring ranks each with 
a goal. Sal Zanfardlno racked up 
two assists. 
Steve Hart, last year's scoring 
leader managed three goals and 
assists, while another attackman 
John Dohms, recorded a pair of 
each. John Was assumed the team 
leadership In points with 12. Mike 
Hicks added two goals and Terry 
Smith netted one and Larry Da- 
vidson an assist. 
"... -    • -i i • ■ 
Untested trackmen open campaign 
good for it being their first time " 
said Cochrane. 
Rounding out the list of defensive 
candidates Is Buzz Chaffee who 
Joined the list last week. 
Aggressiveness has been the key- 
note to the early defensive efforts. 
The Falcons have been pressing 
and the continual harassement has 
taken Its toll. Although the de- 
fensive unit has been steadily pro- 
gressing the defense by the mid- 
fielders has been lagging. The 
defensive unit cannot lend aid to 
the midfielders because of the man- 
to- man nature of defensive play. 
"Team defense is six men plus 
the goalie," said Cochrane. "Each 
middle is responsible for guarding 
an opposing midfielder." 
The defense as will all the units 
on the lacrosse team will benefit 
by the graduated schedule. The 
teams will get rougher and the 
Falcons will work up to several 
Important clashes with Oberlln, 
Ohio State, and Denlson. But Coch- 
rane doesn't figure any of the Fal- 
con opponents to be weak. 
"All the teams In the Midwest 
should be Improved this season," 
said Cochrane. The old warning 
will be out again taking them one 
at a time." 
SOME BREAK Lacrosser Jack 
Ross won't be enjoying the Fal- 
con week long break. Instead he 
and teammate Joe Zimmerman 
will be working back into the 
lineup after injuries. (Photo by 
Larry Nighswander) 
By DENNY WHITE » 
Assistant Sports Editor 
It was the track team's turn to 
Journey south this weekend and 
so Mel Brodt's untested squad 
packed their bags and drove off 
from cloudy, flat Bowling Green 
last night toward sunny, hilly Lex- 
ington for the two-day University 
of Kentucky Relays which begin 
this afternoon. 
While the Falcon thinclads were 
scattered throughout various cities 
during spring vacation, the other 
BG spring teams were assembled 
for intercollegiate competition In 
various towns to the south. 
Ironically, the golfers' only 
scheduled meet to date was rained 
out In Lexington a week ago, and 
so the trackmen will not be the 
last spring sport squad to start 
their season, barring another can- 
cellation. 
Although coach Brodt was anx- 
ious to see his veteran team start 
competing, he probably would pre- 
fer a later opening date for a 
couple of reasons. 
First, senior, six-mile record- 
All water safety 
instructors need 
review course 
All persons holding a current 
water safety Instructors rating are 
required to take a review course as 
prescribed by the American Red 
Cross. This course Is necessary 
to keep your Instructors rating In 
the force. 
A review course will be held at 
Bowling Green's natatorlum at the 
following times and dates. 
Monday, May 5; Wednesday, May 
7; Monday, May 12; and Wednesday, 
May 14; all sessions are from 6-8 
p.m. 
Everyone should report to the 
natatorlum on May 5 at 6 p.m. If 
necessary, a session from 8-10 p.m. 
will be held each night. 
There Is a need for water safety 
instructors to help with the W.S.I. 
courses during the spring quarter. 
If you are Interested, see Mr. Stubbs 
at the natatorlum office. If you 
assist in these classes, you will 
be given credit for your review 
work and will not have to attend the 
review classes. 
Roc swim schedule 
Recreational swims at the nata- 
torlum for the Spring Quarter will 
be as follows: 
Frlday~6:30 to 9:00 P.M., Sat- 
urday—3:00 to 5:00P.M., Sunday— 
2:00 to 3:30 P.M. 
Recreational swims during the 
week have been eliminated because 
of demands on the pool for classes 
in the evenings. More periods In 
May may be added later. Notices 
of this will be posed at the nata- 
torlum. ^^_ 
holder, Paul Talklngton, was not 
expected to make the trip after In- 
curring a leg Injury last Friday. 
Also, two sensational sprinters, 
Bobby James and Bob Home, Just 
recently reported to practice and 
may not be ready to run their 
best yet. 
Talklngton's absence will be 
costly, but the Falcons will still 
be strong in the distance races, be- 
cause cross-country All-Ameri- 
can Sid Sink has advanced to the 
varsity ranks, and is anxious to 
add to his already sizable list 
of record-breaking performances. 
Sink was one of several team 
members who were active In the 
Indoor season, but many others 
like Javelin thrower Jeff Houston, 
hammer thrower Dan l.ltzlnger, 
and discus thrower Jim Reardon 
will be competing for the first 
time since last spring. 
Brodt was uncertain about the 
readiness of his team In what he 
called "the first of the outdoor 
relays in the north." Since BG 
RUSHING? 
TKE Rush 
O-Upstairs 
Friday, May 4, 3-5 PM. 
BEGINNING AT U.C.F. 
Encounter Groups 
and 
A Bible Study Course 
Entitled 
"Men and Women and God" 
INTERESTED?   CALL 353-8912 
lacks Indoor track facilities, and 
practice was Interrupted by the 
recent vacation, the Falcons will 
face many teams more prepared 
and conditioned than them today and 
tomorrow. 
There is no team scoring, but 
among the estimated 35 teams and 
clubs entered will probably be: 
Big Ten schools, Ohio State, In- 
diana, and Michigan; MAC schools, 
Western Michigan, and Marshall; 
and Kentucky schools, Murray 
State, Morehead State, Eastern 
Kentucky, and Kentucky State. 
Soccer meeting 
There will be an organi- 
zational meeting for all inter- 
ested candidates In spring 
soccer Monday at 4 p.m. In 
room 202 Memorial Hall. Con- 
tact Gary  Kovacs, Tom As- 
-  mlou or Jim Thelser if ques- 
?•: ttons arise. 
baseball 
: 
FRI.-SAT.-SUN. 
THREE FULL FEATURES 
BO. OPEN 6:30, CARTOONS 7:10 Ifcf' 
S.r"N-t 
P 
SHOWN AT 9:30 
THIS IS 
THE TRUE STORY 
OF THE 
SELF-CONFESSED 
BOSTON 
STRANGLER. 
20th Century Foi 
presents 
BOSTON STRANGLER 
HILARIOUS CO-HIT SHOWN AT 7:30 
20lh Cenlury roi piKenls 
DEBORAH KERR DAVID NIVEN 
COOKS 
SMA 
Color by Oeluie 
'        //        ^ ^«i FIELDER K 
PLUS BONUS LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT. ONLY AT 11:30 
Take a Trip Into the Psychedelic World of the Hippies! 
9 
It takes a special kind of nut 
to fix a Volkswagen. 
Every lost tool ond procedure we use on your VW wos 
either designed or authorised lor the cor by the engineers 
who built It, 
Every lost nut hos to be factory-approved 
Including the nut who does the fixing 
He's a graduate ol a VW service school 
And he knows everything there is to know oboul a VW 
Unless we make an improvement. 
Jhen he goes right back to school to learn about Ihot. 
What all this nutty devotion to standardization adds up to. 
of course, is service that's very efficient and very sure-fingered- 
So while at first it seems a little insone, on second thought 
onylhing else would be crazy. 
Evening Service Hours Mon. & Thurs. Till 9 p.m. 
Lou La Rich, he.   /?v 
920 Plaza at Rt. 224 East   050 
(Opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center) 
Phone: 422-6424     Findlay, Ohio 
• UtHO'l.'IO 
OlAlC" 
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MEMPHIS — Dr. Martin Lu- 
ther King Jr., civil rights lead- 
er and winner of the Nobel 
Peace Prize, was shot and 
killed here last night... 
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BOWLING  GREEN  STATE  UNIVERSITY EVENTS AND  INFORMATION  FOR  FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS 
Calendar 
MONDAY,  APRIL 7 
11:30 a.m. 
All Afternoon 
3:U5 - 5:1*5 p.m. 
k p.m. 
k p.m. 
6 - 7:30 p.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
"The Mobile  Change"—  First  Showing 
A two-and-one-half-hour presentation of a mixture 
of the sight,  sound,  colors, movement,  and time 
in the Arts.     The theme,  "Toward the Year 2000", 
will be carried out  in four parts,  entitled 
"Traditions",   "Today",   "Transitions",  and  "Dir- 
ections".     No admission charge.    Open to the 
public.     Grand  Ballroom,   University Union. 
Student  Teaching  Pre-Registration 
For winter quarter student teachers.    Meetings 
will be held at  1 p.m.,  2 p.m.,   3 p.m.,   It p.m., 
and 6 p.m.    Attend whichever is convenient to 
your  class  schedule. 
Dogwood Suite,   Union. 
Public  Skating 
Ice Arena 
Presentation by Artist-in-Residence  Donald Drumm 
The creator of the much-discussed and contro- 
versial University Library murals  and sculptures 
will provide a further view into his "world of 
creativity"  through a simultaneous presentation 
of slides and movies.     Free and open to the 
public. 
Auditorium,   Education Building. 
Panhellenic Council Meeting 
Alumni  Room,  Union. 
Sorority Rush Final Parties 
Attire is Sunday dress. 
"The Mobile Change" — Second Showing 
(see calendar for 11:30 a.m.   above) 
Grand Ballroom,  University Union. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:1*5 - 9:15 p.m. 
8:15 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
9 - 10:30 p.m. 
Student Education Association Meeting 
Dorothy Hamilton,   instructor in the Home Economics 
Department, will speak on "Sex Education in the Schools", 
Open to all students in education. 
Capital Room,   Union. 
Gamma Theta Upsilon Meeting 
Dr.   David Lantis,   national  president  of Gamma Theta 
Upsilon and professor at Chico State College,   Chico, 
California,   is the guest  speaker.    Open to all geography- 
students  and  interested persons  as well  as members  of 
Gamma Theta Upsilon,  national geography honorary. 
Room 302,  Hanna Hall. 
Senior Skating  Club 
Alumni  Room,   Union. 
Sorority Rush Final Parties 
Attire is Sunday dress. 
Faculty Recital 
Jerome  Rose,  Artist-in-Residence,  will present  a piano 
recital of works by Beethoven,  Schumann and Brahms. 
Free and open to the public. 
Recital Hall,  School  of Music  Building. 
Interfraternity  Council Meeting 
Alumni  Room,   Union. 
Sorority Preference  Signing 
Second Floor  Lounge,  Student  Services  Bldg. 
TUESDAY,  APRIL  8 
Noon - 1 p.m. 
3-5 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:1*5 - 5:^5 p.m. 
h p.m. 
Films  on the Arts 
"Five British Sculptors Work and Talk" and "Children 
Who Draw Pictures".     Free and open to the public. 
Harrison-Wayne  Room,   University Union. 
Episcopal Church Coffee Hour 
Coffee  and conversation with Father Trautwein  of 
St.  John's Episcopal Church 
Wayne  Room,   University Union. 
Baseball 
BGSU at Michigan State. 
Public Skating 
Ice Arena. 
Outing Club Meeting 
Women's Building. 
-2- 
h p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
Poetry reading  by Robert  Sward 
The  author of two volumes  of poetry,  Kissing  the  Dancer 
and The Thousand Year Old Fiance, will present the 
program.     Mr.   Sward  is  serving  as  BGSU's  Poet-in-Res- 
idence  during  Fine Arts Week.     The program  is  free  and 
open to the public. 
Forum,  Student  Services Building. 
United Christian  Fellowship Worship 
Open to the public. 
Prout  Hall. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7:15 - 11 p.m. 
10 p.m. 
Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting 
Capital Room,   Union. 
John Houseman  Lecture 
John Houseman,   drama critic  and outstanding  figure 
of the theatre, will speak on today's theatre and its 
influences  in the world of the  arts.     Free  and open to 
the  public. 
Auditorium, Education Building. 
Collegium Musicum Performance 
Student groups, "including the Madrigal Singers, will 
present a concert of German Baroque music.  Rex Eikum 
will be the featured faculty tenor soloist.  Works by 
Bach, Handel, Buxtehude, and Schutz will be performed. 
Oliver Chamberlain is the director.  Free and open to the 
public. 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
Sorority Bids Out 
Bids will be distributed in women's residence halls. 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9 
Noon - 1 p.m. 
3:U5 - 5:*+5 p.m. 
k p.m. 
6 p.m. 
Films on the Arts 
"The  Interview",   "Batik Rediscovered",   "Clay",   and 
"Building Children's Personalities with Creative 
Dancing".     Free  and open to the public. 
Harrison-Wayne Room, Union. 
Public  Skating 
Ice Arena. 
Lecture  by Dr.   Ray Browne 
Dr.   Ray Browne, professor of American studies, will 
discuss BGSU's newly-established center of popular 
culture.     Open to the public. 
Forum,  Student  Services  Building. 
Kappa Delta Pi Meeting 
Capital Room,   Union. 
-3- 
6-10 p.m. Second Annual Competition Auditions 
Semifinals for students in the School of Music who 
were winners in the February preliminaries. Winners 
in semifinals earn the right to compete in June for three 
prizes to be offered in each of three categories — 
performance, composition and chamber music.  The winner 
in the performance category will be invited to play or 
sing with the Symphony Orchestra in a concert next year 
as a featured soloist.  Competition is judged by pro- 
fessors in the School of Music and is open to any inter- 
ested spectators.  Coordinated by Toma Schwartz. 
Room 102, School of Music Building. 
7 - 9:30 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7-9 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
8:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
Ice  Show Practice 
Ice Arena. 
Angel Flight Meeting 
Installation  of officers will  be held. 
River  Room,   Union. 
Women's  Intramural Assoc.   Legislative  Board Meeting 
Women's  Building. 
U.A.0.   Contract  Bridge  Lessons 
Tis session will be the first  in the Spring Quarter 
series of bridge  lessons,   taught  by Mrs.  W.   E.   Steidtmann. 
Open to  all   students  who  have  registered at  the  UAO 
office. 
Wayne Room, Union. 
International Circle K Meeting 
Union. 
Program of Modern Dance 
Modern Dance selections performed by BGSU students under 
the direction of Miss Margit Heskett, assistant professor 
of women's physical education.  Open to the public. 
Forum, Student Services Building. 
Marketing Club Meeting 
A panel of four professors, Dr. Maurice Mandell, 
Dr. John Davidson, Dr. Norman Govoni, and Dr. John Holmes* 
will be available to answer questions about job oppor- 
tunities and advancements in the marketing field. Open 
to all marketing students. 
Pink Dogwood Suite, Union. 
Student Recital 
Don Ross will present a tuba recital.  Free and open to 
the public. 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
Jazz Concert 
Jazz selections performed by the University Lab Band. 
Open to the public. No admission charge. 
Grand Ballroom, Union. 
-k- 
THURSDAY,   APRIL 10 
Noon -  I p.m. 
3 p.m. 
3-5 p.m. 
3:^5 - 5:^5 p.m. 
k p.m. 
6-10 p.m. 
6:30 -  7 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
Fi lms  -■•   the Arts 
"Shakespeare:     Soul of an Age."    Free  and open to the 
public. 
Harrison-Wayni   Room, Union. 
• r- iident's Advisory Council meeting 
Taft  Room, Union. 
Lutheran Coffee Hour 
Coffee  and   lonversatiou.     Father Clarence Rivers,  Cath- 
olic priest of the Archdiocese of Cincinnati and well- 
vra composer of contemporary church music,  will be a 
special guest.     Open to the  campus. 
' iver Ri    L|   Union. 
Public Skat <■■ 
Ice Areni . 
Foli'. Concert 
A performance by peter Than, Folksinger. Free and open 
to the pul Lie. 
Forum,  Student  Services Building. 
Second Annual  Competition Auditions 
(see calendar for Wednesday] 
Recital Hall and Room 102,  School of Music Building. 
Chrisl Lan Science Organization Testimony Meeting 
Open to -tie public. 
Prout Chap • I. 
Readings by Father Rivers 
Father- Clarence Rivers will present  a program of works 
by Negro poets,  followed by an  informal  sing-along  of 
Negro   folk music  and some of Father Rivers'  own comp- 
ositions.     Open to the   public. 
St.  Thomas More Auditorium, Newman Center. 
Counseling  Center Films 
A showing of two films demonstrating one practitioners 
approach to group psychotherapy.    The movies  are part 
of a series of films  shown of KH.T-TV,  Los Angeles, 
which for the first time, televised group-psychotherapy 
sessions live  and in color.     The series created much 
controversy in California.     The showing of these  films 
will be followed by a discussion  session.     Free ad- 
mission and open to the university community. 
Auditorium,  Education Building. 
"Six Characters in Search of an Author" 
A serio-comic play by Luigi Pirandello,  investigating 
the nature of man's  identity.     Directed by Jan Campbell 
and designed by Rich Eisbrouch, graduate  students.     St 
Starring Bob Arnold, Mary Gallagher,  Steve Workman and 
Nancy Wyche.    Admission:     Adults,  $lj  high school 
students and children,  25*;  BGSU students,   10* with 
identification  card. 
Joe E.  Brown Theatre,  University Hall. 
-5- 
8:15 p.m. 
9:^5 p.m. 
Student Recital 
Belinda Barron will present  an oboe recital. 
open to the public. 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
BGSU Varsity Club Party 
For members and their wives or dates. 
Ice Arena. 
Free and 
FRIDAY,  APRIL 11 
7:30 a.m. 
Noon - 1 p.m. 
Afternoon 
2 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:U5 - 5:^5 p.m. 
U:30 p.m. 
6 p.m. 
6-10 p.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
Golf 
BGSU will participate in a 36-hole event on the first 
day of the Ohio State Invitational. 
Ohio State University,  Columbus. 
Films on the Arts 
"The Violinist",  "Pow-Wow",   "Paris Weekend" and 
"Adolescence  (The Ballet)".     Free and open to the 
public. 
Harrison-Wayne Room,  Union. 
Tennis 
BGSU at Dayton University. 
Lecture by Margaret Mead 
Dr. Margaret Mead, renown world anthropologist and 
sociologist, will speak on the topic "Student Power or 
Initiative". 
Grand Ballroom, Union. 
Baseball 
Falcons vs. Marshall. 
Steller Field. 
Public Skating 
Ice Arena. 
Track BGSU will compete in the Ohio University Relays. 
Ohio University, Athens, 0. 
U.A.0. Campus Movie 
"The Dirty Dozen" stars Lee Marvin as the commander of 
a military unit of 12 hardened criminals. The Cleveland 
Browns' Jim Brown makes his screen debut in this movie. 
Admission free to University students, faculty and staff. 
Main Auditorium, University Hall. 
Second Annual Competition Auditions 
(see calendar for Wednesday) 
Room 102, School of Music Building. 
Jewish Student Congregation Worship 
Services led by Richard Firestone. Open to the public. 
Prout Chapel. 
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6:U5 p. m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
9:30 p.m. 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship Meeting 
Paul Valentine will be the speaker.    His topic  is 
"Hippies,  LSD and Eleanor RigbyV     Open to  the public. 
Pink Dogwood Room, Union. 
Folk Concert 
A marathon concert  of folk music,   featuring,   in  order 
of appearance:   Father Clarence  Rivers,  composer  of 
contemporary church music; Nickel Ferry Folk Mob from 
Kent State University; BGSU Folk Club; Dave Browning, 
BGSU graduate and area folk singer; Al Woodson,  author 
of material for Peter,Paul and Mary;  Peter Thorn, 
folksinger;   and The Patterns, Cleveland Folk Singing 
Group.     Free and open to the public. 
Forum,  Student  Services  Building. 
Ann Arbor Film Festival — First Showing 
Highlight  films  and prize winners  from the Ann Arbor 
Film  Festival  of experimental  films,   produced,  directed 
and performed by  amateurs.     The  films,  to  be  presented 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, consist of six  shows.     To 
see all six shows, admission is $3.75 for a book of 
tickets.     Individual admission is 75^ per show.     The 
Union Activities Organization is  sponsoring the films 
and will present  cash prizes to winners selected by a 
jury of faculty,   students and qualified people from the 
area.     Open to the public. 
Auditorium,  Education Building. 
Public Skating 
Ice Arena. 
U.A.O.   Campus Movie 
"On the Waterfront"  features Marlon Brando as  a tough 
waterfront gangster who experiences  a change  of character. 
Lee J.   Cobb plays the villain and BGSU's Eva Marie Saint 
plays  the girl  seeking to track her brother's murderer. 
Admission free to University students, faculty and staff. 
Main Auditorium,  University Hall. 
"Six Characters in Search of an Author" 
Major theatre production of a play by Luigi Pirandello. 
(see calendar for Thursday) 
Joe E.   Brown Theatre,   University Hall. 
Faculty Couples  Bridge 
Bridge followed by dessert.     Open to members of faculty 
and staff and their spouses.     Admission is $2 for non- 
members and $1 for members. 
Alumni  Room,  Union. 
Ann Arbor Film Festival — Second Showing 
(see calendar for 7 p.m.   above) 
Auditorium, Education Building. 
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10 p.m. U.A.O.   Campus Movie 
"The Dirty Dozen"   (see calendar for 6 p.m. 
Main Auditorium,  University Hall. 
above) 
SATURDAY, APRIL 12 
All Day 
8 a.m. 
a.m. - Noon 
8:30 a.m. 
8:30 a.m. 
8:30 a.m. 
10 a.m. 
10 a.m. 
10 a.m. - Noon 
Maumee Valley Fire School 
Conferences, lectures and demonstrations to be 
attended by Northwestern Ohio firemen. 
Moseley Hall and Union. 
Golf 
BGSU at  18-hole  event   at  Ohio State  Invitational. 
Ohio State University, Columbus. 
Ohio Student  Library Association Converence 
Over U00 high school student librarians are expected 
to  attend this  all-day  conference. 
Main Auditorium,  University Hall. 
Federal Service Entrance Exam 
Open to senior and graduate students who will be 
available  for employment  in June  or August,   only. 
Participation in this examination is necessary to 
qualify for employment by the federal government.     To 
be  administered by  a representative  of the  Toledo  Civil 
Service Agency.     Register at  the Placement  Office  by 
noon,  Friday, to take the exam. 
Room 210, Hayes Hall. 
National Teachers Examination 
Ohio  State test   for teacher certification will  be given 
to seniors in education who have registered for it. 
Room 213,  Education Building. 
Admissions Test  for Graduate Study in Business 
Test for seniors  in business who have registered to 
take  it. 
Room 205, Education Building. 
Outdoor Art  Display 
Display of art  (some for sale)  by area campus artists. 
In case of rain,  University Hall lower corridor. 
Inner Campus. 
Track 
BGSU at Ohio University Relays. 
Ohio University, Athens, 0. 
Ice Show Practice 
Ice Arena. 
Noon - 2 p.m. Ohio Student Library Association Luncheon 
Grand Ballroom, Union. 
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1 p.m. 
1-5 p.m. 
2 p.m. 
2 p.m. 
2 p.m. 
2-5 p.m. 
2:30 p.m. 
5 p.m. 
6 p.m. 
6-10 p.m. 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
Baseball 
Doubleheader with Marshall. 
Steller Field. 
Ice Show Practice 
Ice Arena. 
St. Thomas More Choir Rehearsal 
Choir members, will rehearse with Father Clarence Rivers, 
to perform a mass composed by him. 
St. Thomas More Chapel, Newman Center. 
Lacrosse 
BGSU at Wittenberg 
Wittenberg University, Springfield, 0. 
Guitar Workshop 
Informal gathering for those wishing instruction on 
guitar and banjo.  In case of rain, Forum, Student 
Services Building. 
Inner Campus. 
Ohio Student Library Association Conference 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
Ann Arbor Film Festival — Third Showing 
(see calendar for Friday) 
Auditorium, Education Building. 
Ann Arbor Film Festival — Fourth Showing 
(see calendar for Friday) 
Auditorium, Education Building. 
U.A.0. Campus Movie 
"On the Waterfront" — (see calendar for Friday) 
Main Auditorium, University Hall. 
Second Annual Competition Auditions 
(see calendar for Wednesday) 
Room 102 and Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
Public Skating 
Ice Arena. 
U.A.0. Campus Movie 
"The Dirty Dozen" — (see calendar for Friday) 
Main Auditorium, University Hall. 
Junior Skating Club 
Ice Arena. 
St.-Thomas More "Crest" 
Open snack bar and informal conversation with Father 
Clarence Rivers.  Open to the public. 
"Crest" Center, Newman Center. 
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8 p.m. "Six Characters  in Search of an Author" 
Major theatre production of a play by Luigi Pirandello. 
(see calendar for Thursday) 
Joe  E.   Brown Theatre,   University Hall. 
8:15 p.m. Student-Directed Concert 
Chamber orchestra concert under the direction of Emmet 
Rothe.     Free and open to the public. 
Recital Hall,  School  of Music  Building. 
9 p.m. Buffy St.  Marie in Concert 
Miss  St.  Marie,   a full-blooded Cree  Indian  folk  singer, 
composes most of her own songs.     Some call them protest 
songs, but they do not concern Vietnam or the bomb.     Her 
protest  is strictly personal — Uncle Sam's treatment of 
the  Indian.     All tickets,   $1.     Informal  dress. 
Anderson Arena,  Memorial Hall. 
9:U5-11:U5 P*m' Air Force ROTC Skating Party 
Ice Arena. 
10 p.m. U.A.O.   Campus Movie 
"On the Waterfront" —  (see calendar for Friday) 
Main Auditorium,   University Hall. 
SUNDAY,  APRIL 13 [ 
All Day Maumee Valley Fire School 
(see  calendar  for Saturday) 
Moseley Hall and  Union. 
10 a.m. Folk Mass 
Father Clarence Joseph Rivers,  composer of contemporary 
church music, will lead the mass  at St.  Thomas More 
Chapel.     The  service  will  be  followed by breakfast  and 
informal conversation with Father Rivers. 
Open to the public. 
10:30 a.m.-Noon Lutheran Student Worship 
Services  lead by the Rev.   Paul Tuchardt.     Open 
to the public. 
Prout Chapel 
2 p.m. Folk Mass  Choir  Rehearsal 
Students are invited to join the massed choirs of 
Bowling Green churches in presenting a folk mass at 
St. Aloysius Church on the final day of Father Clarence 
Rivers'   visit to Bowling Green. 
St. Aloysius Church, S.  Summit and Clough Sts. 
2 p.m. Dramatic Presentations 
Theta Alpha Phi, theatre honorary, presents cuttings 
from a popular off-Broadway musical featuring "that 
whimsical dog."    Free  and open to the public. 
Forum,  Student  Services Building. 
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2:30 p.m. 
2:30-U:30 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
5 p.m. 
6-11 p.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
8:15 p.m. 
Ann Arbor Film Festival — Fifth Showing 
(see calendar for Friday) 
Auditorium, Education Building. 
Ice Show Practice 
Ice Arena. 
Student  Recital 
A presentation of choral and orchestral selections by 
members  of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,   national music  honorary 
for men.    Open to the public.     Free admission. 
Recital  Hall,   School  of Music Building. 
Ann Arbor Film Festival — Sixth Showing 
(see calendar for Friday) 
Auditorium,  Education Building. 
Ice Show Practice 
Ice Arena. 
Delta Psi Kappa Meeting 
Regular business meeting  of members  of the women's 
physical education honorary society. 
River Room,  Union. 
City-Wide Ecumenical  Program of Worship 
Father Clarence Rivers will lead the folk mass, with the 
help of the massed choirs of Bowling Green  (see calendar 
for 2 p.m.,  above).    The program is open to the public, 
both Catholic and Protestant.     Free-will offering. 
St. Aloysius Church, S. Summit and Clough Sts. 
Delta Sigma Meeting 
Election of permanent  officers  for the professional 
business fraternity will be held. 
Capital Room,   Union. 
Woodwind Quintet  Lecture-Recital 
"Perfecting  the Twelve-Tone  Technique"   is the title of 
this recital.    The Schoenberg "Woodwind Quintet;0pus 26" 
will be performed by the School of Music Faculty Woodwind 
Quintet.     Oliver Chamberlain and Donald M. Wilson will 
lecture on this contemporary  (20th Century) work and its 
composer.     Free and open to the public. 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
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Lectures and Seminars 
GENERAL 
Thursday, April 10, 7:30 p.m. Group-Psychotherapy Films 
Sponsored by the Counseling Center, these 
films are part of a series which created 
much controversy in California after they 
were televised over KHJ-TV, Los Angeles. 
The films are of live group-psychotherapy 
sessions, with Dr. Everett L. Shostrom 
and Nancy Ferry, therapists. Discussion 
session will follow the showing. Open to 
the University community. 
Auditorium, Education Building. 
MUSIC 
Sunday, April 13,  8:15 p.m. "Perfecting the Twelve-Tone Technique" 
A lecture-recital on Schoenberg's 
"Woodwind Quintet;  Opus 26".     The School 
of Music Faculty Woodwind Quintet will 
perform and Oliver Chamberlain and 
Donald Wilson,  instructors  in music, will 
lecture. 
Recital Hall,  School of Music Building. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Tuesday, April 8, k  p.m. "Psychophysiological Study of Motivation" 
A lecture by Dr. Albert Ax, head of the 
psychophysiology division at the Lafayette 
Clinic, Detroit. This lecture is the first 
in the Spring Quarter Colloquium Series 
sponsored by the psychology department. 
Open to the public. 
Historical Suite, Union. 
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Announcements 
ART EXHIBIT. The Graduate Art Exhibit is on display in the gallery of the 
Fine Arts Building, now through April 20. The exhibit includes the work of 
graduate assistants and teaching fellows, in Jewelry, weaving, prints, drawings, 
paintings — both oil and water color, metal work, and ceramics. Most objects 
will be offered for sale. The gallery is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays 
and from 2 to 5 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays. Contact Robert D. Mazur, asst. prof, 
of art, to inquire about purchases. 
PHOTOJOURNALISM EXHIBIT. Prize-winning photos from a contest sponsored by 
the Ohio College Newspaper Association and the Ohio News Photographers Association 
are on display in the lower corridor of University Hall. The photos were taken by 
student photographers from colleges throughout the state. They were judged in 
various categories, including sports photos, spot news, feature shots, photo 
stories, portraits, graphic arts, and color.  BGSU students whose work is included 
in the display are: Bill Markle, Tim Culek, Dave Ottney, Dave Miller, Richard 
Bendele, Mark Bramson and Suzanne Foree. 
TICKETS. Tickets for the Ann Arbor Film Festival, to be shown Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday, will be available in the Union lobby April 8-11. A book 
of tickets for all six showings of the film festival costs $3.75.  Individual 
tickets are 75<£ each. Tickets will also be sold at the door for each showing 
The festival is to be held in the auditorium of the Education Building. Check 
calendar for times for the six shows. 
GREEN SHEET. To submit your meeting notices and announcements for publi- 
cation in the Green Sheet, contact Mrs. Marilyn Braatz, c/o the University News 
Service, Adm. Bldg.  Information is preferred in writing, or call Ext. 2635 
between 1 and 3 p.m. Copy must be in by noon on the Tuesday before the Monday 
distribution day. 
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Placement Interview Schedules 
BUSINESS LISTINGS: 
April 7- Royal Globe Insurance Companies; Employer's Group of Insurance 
Companies; Continental Can Company; Owens-Illinois. 
April 8. Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company; Firestone Tire & Rubber 
Company; Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. 
April 9. General Telephone & Electronics; Owens-Illinois; Dental Division 
of Litton Medical Products, Inc. 
April 10.  Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. 
April 11.  Juvenile Court for the County of Oakland;  Atlantic Mutual Insurance 
Company; YMCA; Ohio Citizens Trust. 
SCHOOL LISTINGS: 
April 7. Celina City Schools, Ohio; Sidney City Schools, Ohio; Chardon Local 
Schools, Ohio; Lorain City Schools, Ohio; Crestwood Public Schools, Michigan; 
Waterford Township School District, Michigan;  Fairview Park Schools, Ohio; Birming- 
ham Public Schools, Michigan (evening only); Four County Joint Vocational School, 
Ohio (evening also);  Strongsville Board of Education, Ohio (evening also); Hebron 
Public Schools, Indiana (evening also);  Union County School, Ohio; Upper Sand- 
usky Schools, Ohio. 
April 8. Birmingham Public Schools, Michigan; Willard City Schools, Ohio 
(evening also); Woodhaven School District, Michigan; Minneapolis Public Schools, 
Minnesota; Bridgman Public Schools, Michigan; East Cleveland City Schools, Ohio 
(evening also);  Revere Local School District, Ohio (evening also);  Licking County 
Board of Education, Ohio; El Monte School District, California; Perkins Public 
Schools, Ohio (evening also); Beecher Area Schools, Michigan (evening also); 
Willoughby-Eastlake City Schools, Ohio; Shawnee Local Schools, Ohio; Montgomery 
County Public Schools, Maryland (evening only). 
April 9. Montgomery County Public Schools, Maryland; Chillicothe Public 
Schools, Ohio; Montgomery County Public Schools, Ohio; Summit County Schools, Ohio; 
Richmond Schools, Michigan; Newcomerstown Public Schools, Ohio; Prince William 
Coutny Schools, Virginia; New Philadelphia Public Schools, Ohio; Loudonville- 
Perrysville Exempted Village Schools, Ohio; Conneaut Area City Schools, Ohio; 
Maple Heights City Schools, Ohio (evening only); Hesperia Community Schools, Mich- 
igan (evening only); Newaygo Public Schools, Michigan (evening only); Grant 
Public Schools, Michigan (evening only); Fremont Public Schools, Michigan (evening 
only); Warren City Schools, Ohio; Scarsdale Public Schools, New York; Midland 
Public Schools, Michigan (evening only); White Cloud Public Schools, Michigan 
(evening only). 
April 10. Maple Heights City Schools, Ohio (evening also); Hesperia Com- 
munity Schools, Michigan; Newaygo Public Schools, Michigan; Grant Public Schools, 
Michigan; Fremont Public Schools, Michigan; Midland Public Schools, Michigan; 
White Cloud Public Schools, Michigan; Chippewa Local Board of Education, Ohio; 
Flushing Community Schools, Michigan; Mt. Gilead Schools, Ohio; Alliance City 
Schools, Ohio; Avon Lake Public Schools, Ohio; Brown City Community Schools, 
Michigan; Stow City Schools, Ohio (evening also); Dearborn District #8, Michigan. 
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April 11. Maple Heights City Schools, Ohio; Stow City Schools, Ohio; 
West Clermont Local School District, Ohio; Indian Hill Exempted Village Schools, 
Ohio; Beaver Creek Local Schools, Ohio; North Olmsted City Schools, Ohio; Wood 
County Board of Education, Bowling Green, Ohio; Finneytown School District, Ohio; 
Baldwin Public Schools, Michigan; Board of education, Wyandotte, Michigan; 
School District of the City of Roseville, Michigan; East China Public Schools, 
Michigan; Lakeview School District, Michigan. 
Telephone Directory Supplement 
Admissions Office, 110 Administration Building New extension — 3991 
John W. Martin, Director of Admissions, 109 Adm. Bldg. 
Richard L. Gordley, Asst. Dir. of Admissions, 113 Adm. Bldg. 
Robert B. Clasen, Asst. Dir. of Admissions, 112 Adm. Bldg. 
Thomas L. Glick, Admissions Counselor 
Linda Salisbury, clerk-steno, 110 Adm. Bldg. 
Nancy Wensink, clerk-steno, 110 Adm. Bldg. 
Carol S. Harshman, clerk-typist, 110 Adm. Bldg. 
Patricia Kane, clerk-typist, 110 Adm. Bldg. 
Janet A. Roese, clerk-typist, 110 Adm. Bldg. 
3991 
3991 
3991 
3991 
3991 
3991 
3991 
3991 
3991 
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